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General debate (continued)

1. Mr. NDINGA-OBA (Congo) (interpretation/rom
French): As I speak in th.~ General Assembly, the
people of the People's Republic of the Congo is in the
course of giving effect to the directives of the third
regular congress of the Congolese Labour Party,
which was held at Brazzaville from 27 to 31 July
1984. The meetings of that Congress constitute a
historic turning-point for the Congolese revolution.
The results of the Congress have enabled our people
to acquire new institutions and to embark on dynam
ic action in all areas of national life, in particular the
area of international policy.
2. While welcoming the outstanding successes
achieved during the Congress, the Congolese people
is more than ever concerned by an international
situation of insecurity, injustice and underdevelop
ment, whose consequences for the future of mankind
demand the attention of the entire international
community.
3. On behalf of our Government and of the Presi
dent, Denis Sassou-Nguesso, the delegation of the
Congo is pleased to make, through me, its modest
contribution to consideration of the problems that
face the United Nations and the international com
munity as a whole.
4. In entrusting Mr. Lusaka with the task of presid
ing over the work of its thirty-ninth session, the
General Assembly has recognized that he is not only
one of the most experienced African ambassadors,
but also the outstanding President of the United
Nations Council for Namibia, a man whose dyna
mism and devotion have always been commensurate
with the cause championed by that important United
Nations body. I congratulate him whole-heartedly;
the delegation of the Congo, which I have the honour
to lead, is very gratified at this choice and assures
him of its full co-operation. The People's Republic of
the Congo and Zambia have very frieRdly relations,
recently reaffirmed by an exchange of visIts between
our two heads of State and by the election of
President Kenneth David Kaunda as honorary Presi
dent of the third regular congress of the Congolese
Labour Party.
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5. I pay a well-deserved tribute, also, to Mr. Lusa
ka's illustrious predecessor, Mr. Jorge Illueca, Presi
dent of the Republic of Panama, a distinguished
Latin American statesman and an ardent champion
of the inalienable rights of exploited nations. We are
particularly grateful to him for the calm and efficient
way in which he conducted the meetings of the thirty
eighth session.

6. In considering the report of the Secretary-Gener
al on the work of the Organization [A/39/l), we are
pleased to note that he Quite appropriately reminds
the international community of the ur~ency of the
tasks and the weight of the responsIbilities that
devolve upon us pursuant to our adherence to the
Charter of the Umted Nations. We are most grateful
to the Secretary-General for all the efforts and all the
means described in that report. Their aim is con
stantly to renew the spirit of our shared ideals
through the application of appropriate solutions to
the ills plaguing the world.

7. When we commemorate, next year, the fortieth
anniversary of the United Nations, the time will be
ripe for mankind to take stock and to envisage, in a
new, global and, we trust, optimistic context, the
outlines of the world of tomorrow, whose features
still seem so vague to us today.

8. In the mean time, we are obliged to note that the
eloquent and benevolent statements of intention
made here do not always reflect the political practice
of certain Member States. In fact, it has in no way
been proved that those who speak the most about
peace and freedom are the best craftsmen of those
noble ideals in their own countries and throughout
the world. Quite often, on the contrary, the warmon
~ers, who are responsible for the most blatant social
mjustices and the most serious manifestations of the
exploitation of man by man, could very easily be
mIstaken for the staunchest champions of human
rights.

9. Tried and tested couriers of dubious policies or
mere links in a chain of selfish interests, the major
instigators of policies opposed to the fundamental
interests of mankind no longer hide their intentions.
They are the grave-diggers of peace; they are the ones
who are truly starving the world through the debt of
the third world and the deterioration of raw material
prices-to sum up, through the relations between the
industrialized and the developing countries, relations
characterized by the thirst for profit at any cost: the
primary motivation of the behaviour of the countries
of the North, even if it be to the detriment of the
countries of the South. Finally, it is these countries
which persist in voluntarily supporting colonialist
and neo-colonialist desires designed to enslave peo
ples weakened by exploitation by the imperialist
Powers.
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10. That reference to reality suffices to bring us to Economic Rights and Duties of States [reso~utio.n
the core of the true problems on whose solution true 3281 (XXIX)], an instrument of great scope wh!ch IS
peace and freedom as well as solidarity among rightly considered by the Movement of Non-Ahgned
peoples depend. Unfortu~ately, those pro~lems co~- C01.;1ntries as the ir:tdispensable complement to the
front all continents, partIcularly the AfrIcan contI- Umversal DeclaratIOn of Human RIghts.
nent. The United Nations must analyse the unde~ly- 18. The new international economic order, for
ing causes and propose effective cures. Ot~erwlse, which that Charter laid the bases, seems to us to be
our meetings will have re~ concrete r~s1.;11ts, gIven the the basic pivot around which sh~uld turn all policies
real problems undermmmg our socIeties. that are truly aimed at improvmg the lot of many
11. If one really needs an illust~atio~ of. the pr,?b- ~tates a~d communit~es thro~ghout the w~rld, See.n
lems whose persistence and deterIorat1~nJe0I:?ardlze m that h&ht, the t:tew mternatIonal economIc ~rder IS
the present approach to questions of umversallmpor- a moral ImperatIve t~at can serve.to orgamze the
tance one can begin by referring to the social and world's economy eqUItably and ratIOnally.
econ~mic situation of the ~frican continent. Under 19. To be sure, aware of the stakes, we have no
the joint effect of natural dIsasters, such as ~rought, illusion regarding the readiness of the ~ev~lop~d
and temporary (actors. of the ,moment, a conSIderable countries to accept changes for the sake of JustIce, In
part of our contm,ent I~ ~ovmg da~gerously tow~rds existing situations which guarantee them power,
economic uncertamty; It IS a~ the bnnk of st~gnatlOn. domination and exploitation of the weakest coun-
Despite the courageous actIOns ~f St3;tes mvo,lved, tries. The rejection by certain countries of the
such as those, in the Sahel, ~es~rtIfic~tlOn. contmues launching of global negotiations irrefutably demon-
to increase mexorably, brmgmg wIth It hunfer, strates the extent of the cynicism governing the acts
starv3;tion and a ,rising death rate" and severely of many powerful States designed to distract inte~na-
affectIng plant, ammal and human hfe. tional opinion and to set up a smoke-screen agamst
12. On the initiative of the Secretary-General and those who are determined to eliminate all types of
of the Director-General of the Food and Agriculture suffering with which the peoples are faced today.
Organization of the Uni~cd ~ations, ~r. Edouard 20. For our part, we believe that it i5: high time to
Saouma, the problem ~as rece~ved partlcula~ atten- establish true relations of solidarity in each country
tion thi~ year fr~m the mternatlOnal com~umty, ,But and on the international ~evel. This is the. price for
a SO~1!tl0t:l to It has been blocked by msufficlent the coming of peace, freedom and ~rospef1ty. !~~se
moblhzatlOn of the necessary means ~nd resourc,e~ as are the concerns which must determme the actIvItIes
well as by the emergence of other SOCIal a~d pohtlcal of the United Nations and of Member States and
pr~blems, su~h a~ that of refugees, the senousnt:ss of which guide the People's Republic of the Cungo and
whIch was hlghhg~ted by the Second, Inter!1atlOnal the actions carried out by the Congolese Labour
Conference 0 ASSIstance to Refugee~ In Afnca, held Party and its head, President De~is Sass~u-Nguesso,
at Geneva flom 9 to 11 July of thIS year. to protect the interests of the varIOUS SOCIal strata of
13. Such a concatenation of tragic circumstances our country.
requires, ,at the ~east, an overall fP-view of ~he crit~ria 21. Our political objectives and our social practice
for grantmg assIstance and for progr~mmlIl:g actIon. are designed to make the Congolese people the
Only in th~t way ~an we hope to alleVIate, faIrly soon, master of its destiny and to assist it in acquirin~ the
the most ImmedIate effects of these scourges. means which it now lacks to consolidate its polItical
14. In the same context, the effective implementa- independence and to hasten its economic and cultur-
tion of the Lagos Plan of Action for the Implement~- al liberation.
tion of the Monroyia Strategy for the EconomIc 22. Thanks to these commitments, the Congolese
Development of AfrIca, adopted by the Assen:tbly, of people today is able to exercise political power
Heads,of State, and Governl~entof the Orgamz~tIon through the systems of the Party and the State, which
of ~fncan Umty [OAV] at ItS second extra~rdmary have been democratically set up and inspired by the
seSSIon, held at Lagos on 28 and 29 AprIl 1989, I country itself in order to solve the problems on which
seems more than ever before to be t.he essentIal its existence and the future of the country depend. It
referen,ce point .for all those, be they AfrIcans or not, is in this context today that our people has achieved
who WIsh t~ brmg, an end to the spectre of underde- outstanding progress in the economic and socio-
velopme~t m AfrIca. " cultural spheres.
15. DurIng, the secon~ regular s~sslon thIS year of 23. On the economic level, our programme aims at
the EconomIc and SOCIal ~ouncIl, ~e~d at Gene~a the mastery and rational utilization of natural re-
f~om ~ to 27 July, ~he partlc,ularly crItlC~al eC0Il:0~lc sources for the benefit of the people, a reorganization
sltua.tlOn ~f the AfrIcan c~ntInent was gIven pno~lty of the national territory, which was disorganized by
~onSlderatIon. My delegat~on, however, cannot, hIde the colonial system and its follow-up, the unification
I~S concern about ~he speCIfic r~~sults of those dlscus- of the national territory through the building of a.
s!ons: the Cou~cll was not a~le even to adopt a road network which can help revitalize the rural
SImple declaratIon on the subject by consensus. areas and ensure the complementarity that is so
16. Clearly, given the lack of genuine, self-generated bJdly needed between the economic activities in the
development, which alone can create the bases for urban areas and in the countryside. We wish to
true economic complementarity between d~veloped improve the living conditions of the people by
and developing countries, it is always inadVIsable to rationally organizing a system, based on the interests
subscribe to actions that are not consistent and tha.t, of the people, to ensure food self-sufficiency, which is
in fact, support an ideology of alleged econom~c an objective to be achieved by the year 2000, with, of
freedom, of which, however, underdevelopment IS course, the assistance of all those who, in the context
unfortunately one of the fundamental elements, of bilateral and multilateral co-operation: are ready
17. Moreover, 1984 is the tenth anniversary of the to parti~ipat,e with us in building a free and prosper-
adoption by the General Assembly of the Charter of ous natIon In the Congo,
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24. The aim cf our social policy is to resolve the 34. This is the plu-.:e also to express the satisfaction
problem of unemployment by organizing a central- of the Congolese Government at the announcement
Ized and dynamic national economic system. of the imminent withdrawal of the French and
25. In the field of education the democratization of Libyan forces from Chad. That withdrawal of foreign
the teaching system has resuited today in a 100 per for~~s is, in our view, a p~sitive factor t~at may
cent enrolment rate, and now we require vigorous facllIta~~ t~e process that. wIll lead to reUnion and
action in order to improve the quality of school reconCIlIatIOn at BrazzavIlle.
education, to expand literacy programmes for adults 35. Alon~ similar lines, we have been following the
and to integrate into national socio-economic sectors situation m Western Sahara, which continues to
high-school and other students at the end of their deteriorate, despite the appeal made to Morocco and
training programmes. to the Frente POLISARI02 by the Assembly of
26. Aware of the importance of these questions, we ~eads of State.and Gov~rnment of the O~U at its
have established a climate of peace and harmony in ~meteenth o~dmary seSSIOn, held at AddiS Ababa
the country favourable to ensuring the consolidation trom 6 to 12 June 1983.
of unity and national construction. Thus, we shall be 36. In this regard, my delegation would like to
able to achieve the national solidarity and prosperity express the hope that the treaty concluded on 13
which our people needs in order to enjoy the fruits of August 1984 between the Kingdom of Morocco and
its labour and to profit from the resources of its the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya will in no way prejudge
country. the outcome and legitimate rights of the Saharan
27. These concerns are well known and their imple- people. We should like ~o take this occasion to appeal
mentation has been verified by all those who follow to t~~ brother~y c,?untnes of. the ¥aghreb t,o make a
the internal and foreign policy of the People's p~s~tl\:e contnbut:nn to findmg a Just solution to the
Republic of the Congo, and particularly by those of cn,sls, ID West,ern Sa~ara, based on the norms and
our friends and brothers who have followed the work prmclples of mternatlOnal law.
of the third regular Congress of our Party. 37. There is a close relationship between peace,
28. It can be noted that, rather than a fragmented ~etente an~ the right of peo~le3 to self-de~e~ina-
approach to the problems of mankind, we prefer an tlOn. I,n thiS respect, we consider the admiSSion of
approach which looks at man as a whole in his Br~nel Dat:Ussalam as the 159th, Me~ber of the
natural environment and in the world and which Umted NatIOns as an event that wIll brmg us closer
makes it possible to envisage and implement global to the attair:tment ~f one of our most cherished ideals,
policies aimed at ensuring harmonious relations that ,o~ umvers~hty. WhIle warmly welcomin~ the
among Governments and peoples, for without such admission C?f thiS new St,ate to the group of nations,
relationships it would be impossible to establish we should hke to assure ItS people and leaders of the
peace and freedom throughout the world. readiness of the Congo to co-operate with them.
f9. In ,thus expressin~ our faith in solidarity and 3,8. ~n ~ontrast, ~o that encouraging even~, the
mternatlOnal co-operatIOn built on an equitable and situatIon m Namibia presents a very gloomy picture.
just basis, we, the people of the Con~o, proclaim our For ~ lon~ tim~ now we have bee~ waiting with ever-
conviction that peace and the conditions for main- growmg Impatience for the commg of freedom for
taining peace deserve the better part of our energies the people of that country.
and our resources. 39. Even today, South Africa and some of its aHies
30. The foreign policy of the People's Republic of continue to set up all kinds of obstacles to the
the Congo as laid down by the Congolese Labour implementation of the United Nations plan of action
Party, inspired and championed by the President, for t~e indepel,ldence o,f Namibia, as co~tained in
Dems Sassou-Nguesso, bears ample witnest" to that. SecurIty Cou~cI1 re~olutlon :435 (1978), which ~an be
For my country has always had with all peace- and the only valId baSIS allow1Og for the accession of
freedom-Iovin~ countries, regardless of socio-eco- ~amibia to national sovereignty without any subjec-
nomic distinctiOns, relations based on mutual respect tlve pre-conditions.
and a policy of mutual advantage. We are also 40. Cuba and Angola are two sovereign States and
involved in establishing and continuing, on the therefore we can in no way sanction an operation
regional level, peaceful and good-neighbourly rela- which would subordinate the implementation of the
tions with other countries. provisions of resolutioc 435 (1978) to the annulment
31. It is within this context that we see the efforts of of a freely concluded agreement between the two
the Congolese Government to restore peace and States Members of the trl'lited Nations, for that
harmony to Chad. In fact, my Government has for woul~ seriousl)' ~ffect the principle of non-interfer-
several months now proposed bringing together at ence In the affairs of other States.
Brazzaville all of our Chad brothers, who for too long 41. The sole request that we would make therefore
have been divided by a fratricidal struggle. to the members of the Western contact group, if that
32. We sincerely appreciate the readiness which the group still exists, is to return to the spirit and letter of
various parties to the conflict have demonstrated up resolution 435 (1978) ill order finally to give the
to now regarding the principle of their return to the Namibian people justice.
fold, and we urge them to avoid any behaviour which 42. The refusal of South Africa and of certain
would have discussion depend on prerequisites of no Western Powers to conform to the demands of
crucial importance. resolution 435 (1978) and of other relevant decisions
33. From this rostrum we reaffirm the determina- of the United Nations in fact hides their unspeakable
tion of the Congolese Government to do all in its plans.
power, with the valuable assistance of other Govem- 43. The first aims at the exploitation and frenzied
ments, and in particular \hose of central Africa, to plundering of the natural resources of Namibia a
ensure the success of the conference on Chad to be lucrative activity which well-known transnational
held at Brazzaville. corporations do not intend to give up, and thus they
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1. 60. With the e

are deliberately running counter to the provisions of within it and will continue to defend the inalienable i i shown by the con
Decree No. 1 for the Protection of the Natural rights of the Palestinian people. ing of the destru
Resources of N~mibia,3 .enacted on. 27 Septe~~er 52. Certain Western Powers which are allies of must fear the co
1974 by the U~lted NatIOns C.ouncIl for Namibia, Israel thought they could impose a "final solution" prolonged deteri
the legal authonty for the terntory. on the Palestinian problem by awkwardly interfering blocs of the Nort
44. The second motive is the policy of apartheid, in Lebanon. The more than negative results of that the Warsaw Pac
which the South African Government intends not operation show the inanity of solutions based on 61. The widesp
only to consolidate within South Africa itself but also force and the correctness of the negotiated solution tension character'
to expand to Namibia and then to the rest of the which the international community has always advo- of localized confl
world. cated. the proliferation
45. The welcome which sOIJ?e Wes~ern G9v,ern- 53. In like manner, we assure the heroic and ed by certain que
ments gave ~o the .South Afn~an PrIme Mmlster constantly victimized people of Nicaragua ef all our of a limited nuc
wh~n memonal services ~ere bell~g held commem<?- sympathy, and we continue to believe that it is 62. In r.his area
ratmg the struggles agamst nazlsm confirms this scarcely in terms of East-West rivalries that the required; and act
acceptance of apartheid as a ."re~pectabl~" doct,rine problems of Central America can be explained. The order to bring ab
by the Western Powers to which It owes Its survival. struggle of the peoples of that region, like the strug~le an unlikely posit
46. The policy of apartheid is merely another name of the peoples of the Caribbean or of Latin AmerIca 63. The responr-
for nazism and fascism, and this is no longer new to in general, is above all the result of the profoundly this last quarter-c
us. It is a crime against humanity. It has already been unjust economic and social conditions which some it is borne by me
rejected as a shameful scar by international public privileged persons supported from abroad have at- improving the liv
opinion. Reacting to its inevitable isolation, the tempted to perpetuate to the detriment of the of the earth an
Government of Pretoria has simply contented itself overwhelming majority of the population. conduct excludin
up to now by ad~pti!,1gapartheid to g~ve.it the kind of 54. It is vital for everyone that the deep-rooted settling disputes.
c0!JI?-tenanc~ which It can c~ll l?resent3;ble. Af~er the causes of those crises should be eliminated and that a 64. The essenti
SUl~ld~J polIcy of bantl'!stamzatl.on, whlc.h. deme~ t~e climate of peace free from ail threat of intervention system is to ens
maJonty black popu.latl~n the nght. to cltlzens~lp m or econ,.,.~ic coercion, a climate essential to respect tIons through the
t~e. country, the m~nonty power IS !Iow trymg to for the ~lt of peoples freely to determine their should everywhe
divide the South Afncan p~ople b¥ askmg Indian and future and to dispose of their resources, should be likely to bring p
Coloured groups to sanction white power. established in the Caribbean as well as in the Central mutual understa
47. The racist Government of Pretoria knows per- American subregion. dence-building
fectly well that it will never reap the fruits of its . . Id 65 Th C '
criminal policy. Not only has the electoral sham 55. If that ~rmclple were resp~cted, peace wou m~nt of~ ne~nfirl'
which it organized been largely boycotted by the find a place m the ~orean penmsula also all;d we
Indian and Coloured communities, but the majority ~ol;ll~ no longer witness the sad and contmued is based on this c
population has risen up, showing its determination to diVISion 9f the people of .Kore~, for whose benefit a world, a world 0
struggle regardless of the cost. The international process aimed at the reumficatIon o~ t~e t~o parts of ties carried out
community must step up its struggle against this the. country must be ~nde~aken, ehmmatlllg a very under the compe
regime, or history will one day reproach us for having serIOUS source ~f te?slo~ In that pa~ .of the w~rld. eral, Mr. Amad
tolerated it so long and so much. 56. As to the situation m the Indo-Chmese pe~msu- support ~ESt8
48. The support which the People's Republic of the la, my country unreservedly supports the deSIre ~or ~~\~~r~le press
Congo lends to freedom fighters and to the front-line peace expressed so often by t~e Governments of VIet and the at times
States is a constant factor in our foreign policy. Nam, ~aos and K~mpucheaIn or~er. to end ~he ~tate not, in our view,
Nevertheless, as is already stated in the Manifesto on of belhger~ncewhich has been artifiCially mamtamed to be fully at the s
Southern Africa, issued by the leaders of East and from outSide. No one wants peace more t~an the k' d th t
Central African States, meeting at Lusaka on 16 April Kampuchean people, who alone know the prIce that ~~tit~~ionss~cl
1969,4 we do not rule out negotiations as long as the they have had to pay aft~r the crue.! tyranny of Pol itself.
enemy also recognizes that they are necessary. Pot, whom some are actively seekmg to return to 66. On the ev
49. "The development of the revolutionary struggle power., " fortieth annivers
on the spot is always complex, and the path to victory 57. Fmally" the Cong<?lese delegatl~n must mentIo.n Nations, one can
is tortuous", said President Denis Sassou-Nguesso at the t.ragedy m the Persian Gulf, which day by day IS man today: prey
the opening of the third regular congress of the makm$ Iraq and Iran weaker. And yet, those two of his own works
Congolese Labour Party. The head of the Congolese countrIes should derive fram their history, their tion will-perha
State added: geography and ~heir religion more reasons for unity cide with the 01

"That is why we believe that the major diplo- and co-operati0ll; than ~~r .hatred .and. death. We urge Balkanization of ,
matic activity observed in recent times at the level thef!! to en~ theu hostIhtIes~ which In no ~ay serve the thirtieth annh
of the front-line countries is naturally part of the t~e Immediate or long-tenn Interests of theIr respec- ence, held at Bar
process of the long and complex struggle which the tIve peoples. come for us Afric
peoples of southern Africa have been waging 58. A few moments ago, when we expressed the achieved by the
against the white minority regime in power in wish to see all resources of the spirit and of human liberation of our
Pretoria. We are deeply convinced that Africa will knowledge placed at the service of ends other than world to assess th
not be"ray the African cause." death and destruction, we were obviously thinking search for the p

50. This identification of the Congolese position mainly of the $800 billion which are .sJ?ent every year 67. These vari
with the African cause justifies in many ways the to make weapons, fuel hotbe~s of CflSIS and carry on peoJ?les should, a
active solidarity of the Congolese people with other the crazed arms race even m outer space. Nations to pon
peoples struggling in other regions of the world. 59. Several years ago a great deal of hope was mankind, Such
51. This applies to the Middle East, where the placed on the bilateral negotiations between the situation, indudi
Congo reiterates its support for the Palestine Libera- United States and the Soviet Union. We encourage I1 the benefit of ma
tion Organization [PL01, which, we are certain, will any effort that is likely to lead to complete disarma- [I for thought to
cvercome the passing difficulties which have arisen ment under real and effective control.

.• t. .•• ,
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60. With the end to the policy of detente clearly national and international levels are in flagrant
shown by the concern in Europe over the strengthen- contradiction with loftysiatements of intent made in
ing of the destructive potential in that continent, we various places on questions of vital importance
must fear the consequences for the entire world of a affecting mankind. We believe that it is necessary for
prolonged deterioration in the relations between the attitudes, behaviour and actions everywhere in the
blocs of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and world to be in keeping with the ideals of oeace,
the Warsaw Pact. freedom and prosperity without which the united
61. The widespread distrust due to that state of Nations would be an Institution without purpose.
tension characterized by the persistence and outbreak 68. But we all know that mankind still needs the
of localized conflicts is compounded by the trend to United Nations-provided, of course, its actions in
the proliferation of nuclear weapons, a trend support- practice .. produce the beneficial effects and the posi-
ed by certain questionable theories on the possibility tive impact peoples need to live in peace.
of a limited nuclear war. 69. Mr. AL-THANI (Qatar) (interpretation from
62. In I.his area more than in others urgfmt action is Arabic): It gives me great pleasure to extend to Mr.
required; and action means above all ne~otiation in Lusaka our most cordial congratulations on his
order to bring about detente without waitIng to reach election to the presidency of the General Assembly at
an unlikely position of strength. this session. We are confident that he is worthy of the
63. The respon~ibilityincurred by the generation of high post entrusted to him and that he will undertake
this last quarter-century is all the more serious since the respl.lnsibilities associated with it with all the
it is borne by men who have the necessary means of sincerity ~nd dedication the international commu-
improving the living conditions of all the Inhabitants nity expects from him. We wish him personally
of the earth and who have rules of international continued success and we wish his friendly country
conduct excluding the use of force as a means of continued progress and prosperity.
settling disputes. 70. I am also pleased to extend our sincere thanks
64. The essential function of the United Nations and gratitude to his predecessor, Mr. Illueca, who
system is to ensure the realization of man's aspira- presided over the General Assembly at the thirty..
tlOns through these means and rules. Therefore, we eighth session with the competence and objectivity
should everywhere encourage those ideals that are deserving of the praise of all Member States.
likely to bring peoples closer together and ensure 71. I cannot fail to express, on behalf of my
mutual understanding and the adoption of confi- delegation, our great appreciation and thanks to the
dence-building measures. Secretary-General for the efforts he has made and
65. The Congo's understanding of the establish- continues to make in the service of the international
ment of a new intormation and communication order community, in keeping with his belief in the mission
is based on this concept of an increasingly shrinking and the principles of the United Nations. We wish
world, a world of solidarity. The policies and activi- him continued success in the realization of the great
ties carried out in this connection in UNESCO, aspirations the international community attaches to
under the competent leadership of its Director-Gen- the institution he oversees.
eral, Mr. Amadou Mahtar M'Bow, enjoy the full 72. Our belief in the United Nations as an intema-
support of my country. It :'s regrettable indeed that tional Organization dedicated to peace becomes
lately UNESCO should have been subjected to greater day by day and is renewed whenever a new
intolerable pressures. The universality of UNESCO Member joins its ranks, thus reaffirming our convic-
and the at times impassioned tone of its debates do tion that the United Nations fulfils a strong desire
not, in our vi~W, run counter to its basic commitment among all peoples and represents for them a precious
to be fully at the service of mankind. It is that faith in dream for the realization of which all have striven
mankind that prevents us from losing hope in through their membership of it. In this regard, the
institutions such as UNESCO or the United Nations Stat2 of Qatar extends a w~rm welcome to Brunei
itself. Darussalam on the occasion of its admission to the
66. On the eve of the commemor&.tion of the Organization as an active and effective Member
fortieth anniversary of the founding of the United which, together with the other States Members, will
Nations, one cannot fail to recall the curious fate of contribute to the prosperity of the world. We aiso
man today: prey to disorders of all kinds and victim express our pleasure at the historical and cultural ties
of his own works. This anniversary of the Organiza- between our two countries and we hope they will
tion will-perhaps as an accident of history-coin- continue and develop.
cide with the one hundredth anniversary of the 73. The deteriorating and ~~xplosive political situa-
Balkanization of Africa by the 1885 Berlin Act and tion throughout the world is evidence of the inability
the thirtieth anniversary of the Asian-African Confer- of the United Nations to establish international
ence, held at Bandung in 1955. The time has thus peace and of its failure to find solutions to the
come for us Africans to take stock of what has been difficult problems that have been before it for a long
achieved by the OAU in its struggle for the total time. At f~le same time, we do not deny the many
liberation of our continent, and for the rest of the sincere e rts that the Organization has undertaken
world to assess the efforts that have been made in the and contLaues to undertake to find solutions to these
search for the peace and well-being of. peoples. problems.
67. These various landmarks in the history of 74. We share the Secretary-General's analysis of
peo~les should, among other things, lead the United this inability as a logical result of the betrayal by the
NatIOns to ponder upon the future evolution of super-Powers of the goals and princi.l.,~es of the
mankind, Such an approach to the international Charter of the United Nations, which in turn has
situation, induding national concerns and actions for made the Organization incapable of implementing
the benefit of mankind as a whole, should give food the necessary measures for solving these problems
for thought to all those whose activities at the and at the same time encourages those States in their
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orbits and under their protection to disregard all laws condition of the success of the Lebanese Govern-
and violate all international principles. Perhaps the ment's effort to restore stability and security in all
best example of this is Israel's defiance of all regions of the country and to assert its authority
humanitarian principles and the fad that its protec- throughout Lebanese territory, as is the right of every
tors and defenders always fabricate excuses and Government of a sovereign State.
justifications for it. ..83. The war which has been ragmg for more than
75. We must al~ work .together to safeg~a.rd the four years between the Republic of Iraq and the
C.harterofthe Umted Nat~oD;s and not permIt It to be Islamic Republic of Iran, two Muslim neighbours,
vIolated by aD;y party.. It IS mcumbe~t on all Mem- constitutes for us a source of continuing and serious
bers ofth~ Umted NatIOns.to respect the Ch,arte.r an~ concern. Qatar, together with its fraternal States in
to commIt themselves. to Its de~ence~ c~nsIdenp.g It the Gulf Co-operation Council, has made every
!he .doc.ument that ~mtes ~hem m. thIS mternah~nal possible effort to find a solution to this conflict. We
mstttutIOn..W~ mU~L all raise the leve~ of our aC~lOns hope that this catastrophe will soon end and that
and feel J?f1de m bemg ~embers of t~!S mtern~tIOnal peace will prevail between the two fraternal States.
comm~mty for the secunty and sta~lhtyof whIch we We welcome the response of the Republic of Iraq to
all stnve, and l;10t follow o?r whIms or serv:e our the international pleas and mediation efforts aimed
narrow, .selfish mterests, ';VhIch .would r~sult m the at ending this war. We hope that the Islamic Repub-
destructIon of the world m which we hve. lic of Iran will respond to those pleas and that good
76. The hopes and aspirations of the international and reason will prevail, in the interest of the peoples
community for the establishment of peace and of the two countries, the security of the region and
harmony in place of aggressive confrontations, with world peace. We hope, too, that all disputes will be
their dangerous consequences, make it essential that settled through dialogue and the exchange of views
justice prevail in relations among the members of the rather than through war and bloodshed.
international community and that causes of conflicts 84 W' h d h . f h A b G If
be dealt with. .. It regar to t ~ secunty 0 t e ra u.

. . .. . regIoll, Qatar firmly beheves that to be the responSI-
77. In thIS re~~ect, It IS .the vle~ of my delegation bility of the States of the region alone and that the
that the Pa;lest~man ,quest~on, which ~as been before means of achieving this will be readily available once
the OrganizatIon s~nce ItS fo~ndat1on, cann:ot be the big Powers refrain from interfering in their
solved and ~o solutIOn can be I~plemented ~Ith~ut affairs. Based on this belief, the six Arab Gulf States
!he re~torahon of all the occupied Ara~ .terntones, have initiated among them political, economic and
I~cludmg Holy Je~s,alem, and recogmtIon of t~e security integration and co-ordination, within the
nght of the Palestlma~ peop~e to return to their framework of the Gulf Co-operation Council. This
hOl!l.elan~ and to ~stabhsh an mdependent State on undertaking constitutes clear evidence of the desire
then nattonal tern~~ry. . . of the member States of the Council that peace and
78. ~he Arab pos~tlOn has alway~ been a posItIve prosperity should continue to be the symbols and
one, aimed at findmg a peace.ful, Just and compre- goals of the Council
hensive solution to this question. The latest Arab . . ..
initiative in this regard is contained in the Final 85. The Sta!e C?f Qatar views Wlt~ mcreased con-
Declaration of the Twelfth Arab Summit Conference cern the contmumg presence of Soviet forces on the
adopted at Fez on 9 September 1982.5 That initiativ~ terr~tory o.f Af~anistan. It sil;1~erely h~pes tha~ the
was met with obstinacy and rejected by Israel, which Soviet Umo~ 'YI~1 ~espond pO~lttvely t~ mternatIonal
refuses to understand anything but the policy of the appeals. and mltta.tIves and withdraw ItS forces from
fait accompli. Afgham~tan, l~a:vmg ~h~ Afghan people.free?om to
79. Not satisfied with rejecting all international choose ItS pohtlcal regime and determme Its own
resolutions and honest initiatives, Israel continues its future.
aggression, planting on Arab territories settlements 86. The current situation in the African continent
that ~ll agree are illegal and an obstacle to a peaceful constitutes one of our major concerns. We sincerely
solution. hope that proper solutions will be found in the near
80. The international community must therefore future so as to end the suffering of the peoples living
reject these illegal practices and must put an end to in regions where tensions prevail. My country reaf-
the usurpation of the territories of others through the firms its support for and solidarity with the Namibi-
settlement policy pursued by Israel, in defiance of an people in their just struggle under the leadership
international public opinion, and to the imposition of the South West Africa People's Organization
of Israel's will on the basis not of right but of force [SWAPO] and with the national majority in South
and coercion. Africa in their courageous struggle against the apar-
81. The Israeli enemy continued its aggression thlfid policies, pra~tis~d by. the rulip.g racist. white
against our Arab nation and expanded the circle of mmorlty. In hn,e wIth ItS behefs and ItS tIes Wlt~ and
this aggression when it invaded fraternal Arab Leba.. concern for Afnca, the S~ate .of Q~tar took part m the
non in 1982. It has maintained its occupation of the C~:mfer~nce.of Arab Sohdarlty with the Stt:ttgg!e for
southern part of that peaceful country and continued Liberation m Southern Afnca, held at Tums-from 7
its disgraceful practices in violation of the Geneva to 9 August 1984.
agreements and international treaties. 87. We call on all States that cherish peace and
82. In the view of my delegation, it is the duty of justice, particularly the major Powers on whose
the international community to adopt all the neces- support South Africa depends, to use every means
sary measures to ensure immediate and uncondition- available to put pressure on the South African
al Israeli withdrawal from southern Lebanon and to Government and prevail upon it to respond positive-
put an end to those practices which contradict ly to international efforts aimed at brmging about a
international treaties and agreements. Israeli with- just and comprehensive settlement of this situation
drawal from southern Lebanon is the primary pre- and to block the attempb of the South African
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Government to prevent a peaceful solution in that various international organizations have not est~b-
vital part of the world. lished a comprehensive 'programme for achieving
88. With regard to the Korean peninsula, the State that goal. The sixth session of the United Nations
of Qatar hopes that North Korea and South Korea Conference on Trade and Development, held at
will be able to find a peaceful solution to their Bc:lgrade from. 6 June ~o 2 J~l~ 1983, adj.ourned
problem through direct negotiations, without outside Wlt~out adoptmg e{fectlve decls10~S regard.mg the
interference. major problems facmg the economies and mterna-
89. The importance of the discussion in this inter- tional trade with developing countries.
national body of the crisis in the world economy 97. Therefore, the State of Qatar believes that a
increases with every passing year. This has been review should be undertaken of the resources of these
particularly true since the beginning of the present organizations and an assessment made of their ability
decade. Developing countries continue to confront to resolve these crises and problems so that the
an economic recession, the effects of which are international community may be spared any catas-
reflected in their inauility to increase economic trophes.
gro~th to t!te minimum level required to achieve 98. Mr. TOLENTINO (Philippines): Allow me to
theIr plannmg g,?als A .large number of the less congratulate the President on his election to chair the
developed countnes contmue tp fa~e the spec~res of thirty-ninth session of the General Assembly. His
pov~rty, hunger and the deterIoration of theIr pro- reputation as a skilled diplomat and a statesman of
ductIOn sectors. wise judgement assures us of the sober yet dynamic
90. At the present time, the international commu- leadership that we need in the Assembly to accom-
nity is facing an ecpn~mic situation whose effects vyill plish our tasks.
not be .confined wlth~n the borders of the devel,?pmg 99. We should ell be sadly remiss if we failed to
count~les. O~ the cOl~,tra~, the whole w~rld. wIll. be commend the Secretary-General on his endeavours
affect~d by Its negative mfluen~es. Th~s SituatIOn in the cause of peace and on his report on the work of
constitutes a constant threat to mternatIonal peace h 0 . , [A/39/1] Th S G I .
and security and will create additional international t e rgamzatlOn . e ecretary-..enera IS
problems, which we shall be forced to confront and bot~ a ~tau.nch defender an.d a ste~ CrItic of the
to spend time and resources resolving. Umted Nations. In performmg that ..mp~rtant and

91 F 11 h h S f Q b 1
· necessary task he has put all of us In hiS debt.

. or a t ese reasons, t e tate 0 atar e Ieves .. . .
that the international community as a whole must 100. The Phlhppmes warmly welcomes B~nel
realize the need to concentrate increased efforts on Dar~ssalam as ,the .l5~th Member of th~ UOlted
removing the factors that have brought about this Na~I.on~. The histone .tIes between Brunei and the
international economic crisis and, in particular, 'lhe PhIhppmes are ce~tun~s old! and. these have f~uI!d
injustice inflicted on the developing countries by the modern re~ffi~matIon m theIr active p~rtnershlp m
current imbalance in the world economic situation. the AssociatIon of South-East ASian Natl~ns
This awareness of the danger posed by the crisis must [.~SEAN], where .they share. common goals, ~spIra-
be translated into immediate and practical steps first tIon~ ~nd ~erceptIons of regIOnal peace, securIty and
to alleviate and finally to resolve the economic crisis. stablhty With the other members of ASEAN.
92. The developed countries must adopt polici~s ~ 0 1. ,I speak today at the same rostrum where my
which encourage imports from the developing coun- Illustnous I?redeces~or, Mr..Carlos P. Romulo, on
tries. The developed countries must also work to many occaslo~s dehvere~,.wI~h great. eloquence and
reduce tariff and other barriers against these imports, uncommon WIt, the PhI1~ppme pohcy statement~.
and also give increased attention to stabilizing the ¥r. ,ROl~ll~lo h~s sought ~etIremc::nt after a long publIc
international monetary system. hfe m dlstmgUl~hed service t~ hiS country and people
93. States, partLularly major industrial States, an~ to hUll?-aOlty, as. a passlona;te advocate ~f the
must also pay greater attention to the effects that Umted ,Nations, sl~armg deeply ItS resolve to "save
their domestic economic policies and the decisions succe~dmg generatIOns from the s~ourge of war . We
they adopt concerning external economic and com- all miss Mr. Romulo at t~ese seSSIOns of the Assem-
mercial relations, particularly with the developing bly, but, we find con.fort m the th~ught that we can
countries, have on the international economy. stIll ~vaIl ourselves ofth~ g~ms of~lsdom that he has
94 It h b b ' t th 't t' 1 left m the annals of thiS mternatIonal body.. as now ecome 0 VlOUS 0 e m erna IOna
community that the rise in interest rates on the Mr. Lusaka (Zambia) took the Chair.
U~ited State~ dol!ar has .1~d to ~urdening the devel- 102. Of the numerous photographs taken by the
opl~g countne~ wI!h addItIOnal mterest, payments ~n astrona:uts from outer space, there is one that is
the!r debts, which m turn crea~e~ more Imba~ance~ m firmly Impressed on our minds. It is the picture of
theIr balance of payments, ralsmg rates of mflatIOn the earth, taken from hundreds of thousands of miles
and confronting these countries, especially the less away, showing a globe of ethereal quality and breath-
developed ones, with continuing crises in all sectors. taking beau!y, suspended in space, calm, serene and
95. The problems of the international economy peaceful. But as we look around us we are confronted
today are obvious and have previously been discuss- by the chilling realization that we live in a world
ed and talked about in various international bodies. riven by suspicion and distrust, a world obsessed by
What is important at this time is to institute the the frenzied competition to accumulate weapons of
corrective measures that will establish' a j~lSt and mass destruction, a world where peace is constantly
stable international economic order. challenged by the overwhelming drive to dominate,
96. The State of Qatar is of the view that global to impose one~s superior will on weaker pa~ies, and
negotiations must get under way, and it considers to use both gude and armed strength to achieve such
these negotiations to be the framework through ends.
which a discussion of the major problems could take 103. Indeed, the peace of the world today hangs in a
place and appropriate solutions arrived at. The fragile balance; the world is on the brink of a self-
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imposed holocaust of dimensions so vast it could the right of the Palestinian people to self-determina- i
erase human civilization from the face of the earth. tion is accepted, the Middle East will remain a i

104. Let me turn to a most vital issue of our time. tinder-box posing serious threats not just to regional I
The subject of nuclear arms and their control has for peace but also to the peace of the entire international
too long been cluttered with the doctrines, concepts community. We therefore urge renewed discussions
and esoteric jargon of the war-room strategist and on the modalities for the establishment of a Palestin-
nuclear-arms specialist. It is time for us to sweep all ian State.
these asi1e and get down to the elementary facts 113. Success continues to elude the efforts of sever-
which all of us can understand. al States to bring to an end the dangerous conflict
105. First, nuclear weapons do not confer absolute between Iran and Iraq. My delegation will fully
security, and accumulating more and more of them support conciliatory efforts to bring peace and stabil-
diminishes security. Secondly, there can be no limit- ity to the Gulf, a region of sensitive importance to
ed nuclear war. Once nuclear weapons are used, their many States where protracted war between two
use will escalate into a full nuclear exchange that countries heightens the risk of escalated violence and
could spell the death of all of us. The profound global enlargement of the area of conflict.
climatic changes following the onset of the nuclear 114. The inherent evil of apartheid continues to
night, as both Soviet and American scientists have fuel violence in South Africa and instability in that
recently described it, will not spare even those of us part of the African continent. South Africa's new
outside the immediate areas of nuclear blast and Constitution, which purports to liberalize its policy
radiation. Thirdly, human civilization as we know it of racial separation, merely deepens the chasm
will be effectively exterminated. between the black majority and the white minority.
106. Our generation has coined a word to describe Until the vast majority of the disenfranchised popu-
the deliberate destruction of a group of people- lation is made a ful! part of th~ political process,
"genocide". What word shall we use to d~scribe the apartheid will remain.
extermination of the entire human race? Shall we call 115. The people of Namibia, long deprived of their
it "humanicide"? Will the nuclear super-Powers in independence, continue to pursue their struggle for
the end be responsible for this absolute, this final national liberation. My delegation hopes to see the
crime against humanity? Shall they be the ultimate implementation of the United Nations plan for the
perpetrators of "humanicide"? independence of Namibia, so that the Namibian
107. The nudear Powers have among them more people can finally beg:.n the task of building a nation
than enough of the instruments of nuclear death to and a viable economy which can contribute to peace
extinguish the human race. By the same token, they and progress in southern Africa.
have in their hands the power and the means to 116. The internecine conflicts in Central America
ensure the survival of human civilization on earth. have destabilized a once peaceful and prosperous
The options are clear to all of us. region of the world, exacting a grim toll, through
108. Surely, it should not be impossible for the armed violence, in lives lost and properties de-
nuclear Powers to see that, for man to survive, there stroyed. My delegation, sensitive to our close historic
can be only one possible course: we must utilize to and cultural ties to the countries of Central America,
the fullest extent the available means of negotiation fully supports the initiatives of the Contadora Group
and diplomacy to end the nuclear-arms race and to for the restoration of peace and stability in that
reduce and eventually eliminate nuclear weapons. region.
109. In the light of recent statements of the leaders 117. Tensions persist in the Korean peninsula. My
of the super-Powers, we are encouraged by the delegation takes a positive posture on the initiatives
possibility of new initiatives emanating from them undertaken by both sides that could lead to a
that could lead to resumption of negotiations. peaceful reunification of the Korean peninsula. The
110. All over the world the flash-points of danger of interests of world peace and security would be served
last year and prior years continue to fuel global if North and South Korea could return to the
unrest and instability. Foreign troops continue to negotiating table. In keeping with the principle of
occupy Kampuchea, imposing on its people the universality, they could, if they so desired, become
terrors of war and economic deprivation and sending Members of the United Nations without prejudice to
thousands of them desperately to seek refuge in other reunification.
lands. My delegation hopes that the repeated calls of 118. A cause of future conflict lies at the bottom of
the international community for the total withdrawal the sea. In the past, wars have been fought over
of all foreign armed forces from Kampuchea and a mineral deposits on land. The fabulous abundance of
comprehensive political settlement of the Kampuche- polymetallic nodules in the deep sea-bed-the future
an problem will finally be heeded by the parties source of manganese, cobalt, copper and nickel-
concerned. The Philippmes will continue to work for could trigger dangerous conflicts and confrontations,
the ultimate triumph of the principle of self-determi- unless the United Nations Convention on the Law of
nation in Kampuchea. the Sea6 and the regime set out in the Convention for
Ill. Thousands of people have died and are dying the exploration and exploitation of the resources of
violently each year in Afghanistan-people trapped the deep sea-bed in the international area are imple-
in a savage war between foreign military occupIers mented and respected by all.
and the Afghan fighters who seek to restore their 119. We note with concern, therefore, the Provi-
national independence and sovereignty. The Philip- sional Understanding regarding Deep Sea-Bed Mat-
pines will continue to support the efforts of the ters concluded at Geneva on 3 August 1984 by eight
Secretary-General to achieve a peaceful political industrialized countries [see A/39/647, para. 84]. In
solution to the problem of Afghanistan. our view, the agreement is contrary to the letter and
112. We should guard against the illusion that the spirit of the United Nations Convention on the
stability has been achieved in the Middle East. Until Law of the Sea.
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120. The Philippines has ratified that Convention balanced and equitable development of the world
and my delegation earnestly urges others to do the economy and accelerated development of developing
same so that it may come into force very soon. countries. It should also encourage the flow ofofficial
121. The dismal picture of the world today is development ass~stance and increase re8,ional devel-
becoming even gloomier and more tragic because of opment .finance In ~esponse to the growmg needs of
the increasing economic inequalities among nations developIng countnes. FUI1hermore, the reforms
and peoples. The consequence is the uncontained should focus on the. resolutIon. of the ext~rnal debt
deterioration of conditions in the poorer countries of pro~lems of developIng .c~untnes, now estimated to
the world. There can be no real peace without be In excess of $550 bIllIon.
economic security. 129. Food and energy are interrelated. Every in-
122. Peace, as understood by small and poor coun- c~ease in the price of energy. has adve.rse. rep~rcus-
tries and their peoples, means the satisfaction of the slons on the costs of J?roduct.lo~ and dlstnbutlon of
basic needs of man; it means the preservation and food. The need to. Indu~tnahze. and t.o produ~e
sustenance of human life and the improvement of its adequate fo~d supplIes WIll reqUire an Increase In
quality. Since the United Nations is a vital instru- energy suppl.les. If, ho~e~e.r, the costs of ~ccess to
ment for peace, it must have the development of e~ergy supplIes are prohlbltlv~, the developIng cou~-
humanity at the very heart of its activities. tne.s would be even more seriously han~lcapped m
123. It is in the interest of all countries-developed theIr development programmes and proJects.
and developing-that global economic recovery 1~O. After 39 years of the Uni~ed Nations, the
should be sustained in a manner which would pIcture of the world today seems Indeed bleak and
eff~ctively halt the massive debilitating effects of discouraging. The prevalence of pockets of war in
recession on international growth and stability. The many corners of the world, of unprovoked acts of
early signs of economic recovery, however, have not agg~ession by more powerful n~tio.ns .aga~nst weaker
made the desired impact on the development efforts natIo~s, of una~at~d raCial dlscnmmatlon,. of the
of small and poor countries. On the contrary, for grOWIng econom.lc Imbalance betw~en the nch ~nd
many of them their efforts at development have been the. po!->r cou~t~les of the world wlt.h the resultIng
even more difficult, if not altogether frustrated. sO~lal InequalIties and of the spreadIng h~nger and
124. For economic recovery to foster global peace ~Isery among large sections of the earth s .p.opula-
and security, continuous efforts should be undertak- hon-all that and more are the hard realities we
en towards a comprehensive and equitable solution must face.
of the development problems of many countries. To 131. Many independent observers feel that, tested
attain this objective, the position of the developing in the light of its aims and the principles embodied in
countries in such areas as international trade, global its Charter, the United Nations has failed, and that it
industrialization, money and finance, food and agri- seems unable to accomplish the objectives for which
culture, and energy should be taken fully into ac- it was founded. This may not be entirely correct or
count. true, but it should make us take a herd second look at
125. The requirements of the developing countries the Charter itself, b~cau.se the perceived inad~quacies
in international trade would include, among others, of the ~orld Org~m~atlOn may ac~ua~ly sprIng from
first, lhe liberalization of trade and the reduction if factors mherent In Its own constitution.
not elimination of non-tariff barriers, such as quotas, 132. We must not allow initiatives to review the
seasonal restrictions, licensing requirements, variable Charter to languish from lack of support. We should
levies and anti-dumping regulations; and, secondly, devote our most vi~orous and sustained efforts to
the elimination of the so-called voluntary export make the Organization a more effective instrument
restraint schemes which are undertaken on a bilateral for the attainment of its avowed objectives.
and discriminatory basis outside the principles and 133. The United Nations, after all, is the only
rules of the General Agreement on Tanffs and Trade. remaining hope of mankind for universal peace and
126. Developing countries need to augment their security. It is man's last best hope to free himself
industrial output and to increase their share in total from hunger and fear. In your own words, Mr.
world industrial production to support the self-reli- President, "the world would become a more danger-
ant growth of their economies. But in order for them ous place without the United Nations" pst meeting,
to be able to do so, they should be provided with all para. 96]. Accordingly, our solemn duty 1S to preserve
the needed assistance, including the transfer of and strengthen the world Organization while the
technology. In the final analysis, the meaning of opportunity exists and while time may still bt~ on our
industr'alization is to contribute to the eradication of side. That is the challenge confrontIng us today.
endemic poverty in the developing world. 134. Mr. GOMA (Zambia): My first duty on this
127. In many developing countries the problems of occasion, Sir, is to thank sincerely all States Members
hunger and malnutrition cannot be adequately ad- represented here for the great honour they have
dressed because of their balance-of-payments dim- bestowed on Zambia by unanimously electing you
culties and mounting external debts. This suggests President of the thirty-ninth session of the General
that current international efforts to relieve food Assembly. I do so on behalf of the President of the
scarcity in many areas of the world should be Republic of Zambia, Mr. Kenneth Kaunda, and all
expanded. The impediments to food sufficiency and my compatriots for whom this event has special
its c..:vailability on a wider basis, including the prob- significance and historic importance, since it also
lems of production and distribution, should receive coincides with our country's twentieth anniversary of
intensive scrutiny. national independence and membership of the Unit-
128. The international monetary and financial sys- ed Nations.
tern should be made increasingly responsive to the 135. We are proud of you, Mr. President, and we
neecis and interests of developing countries. The are confident that you will discharge the important
reform of the system should be supportive of a functions (}fyour high office to the full satisfactiora of
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the General Assembly. May your leadership ensure super-Powers, which not only have failed to conclu~e
that the outcome of this session will strengthen the any bilateral agreements in recent times but ha.ve, m
collective efforts of mankind to bring about a better fact, virtually ceased to talk to each other on such
world. important issues as intermediate-range nuclear forces
136. Allow me now to pay tribute to your predeces- and strategic arms reduction.
sor, Mr. Jorge Illueca, President of the Republic of 141. The General Assembly should, therefore, spare
Panama, for guiding the General Assembly over the no effort to urge the resumption of meaningful
past year with great skill and diplomatic acumen. My dialogue and negotiations between the Soviet Union
tribute goes also to the Secretary-General for his and the United States in the interest of world peace
dedication to the Organization and commitment to and security. It is important and urgent th.at there
the cause of freedom, justice and peace, as exempli- should be Cl relaxation of tension and improvement
fled by his untiring efforts in seeking solutions to the in the relations between the two super-Powers, as
various problems facing mankind. indeed in the relations among all other States. The
137. Like many colleagues and others who have current situation, where d!alogue and ~egotiations
spoken before me, I wish to convey our congratula- have been replace~ ~y ~elghtened tensIOn, resen~-
tions to Brunei Darussalam on its accession to n:tent, mutual recnmmatIOn and deep-seated SUSpI-
independence and admission to the United Nations. cIon" does ,not au&ur well for. world peace. and
We look forward to working closely with this newly secunty. A sImple mlsunderstandmg of the mot~ve of
independent State. one by the other could spell doom for mankmd.
138. This session of the General Assembly is meet- 142. One way of halting the nuclear-arl!1s race that
ing on the eve of the fortieth anniversary of the has been advocated and that we supp~rt IS throu~ a
founding of the United Nations. Looking back, the freeze on the development, productlo~, stockpIlmg
world has changed a great deal in the past 39 years. and deploym~ntof nuclear weapon~. T~!s effort must
Empires have fallen and the international cornmu- be acco~pamed by a sp~edy finalIzatIon of a com-
nity has expanded with the emergence of new prehenslve treaty banmng nuclear-weapon tests.
nations. In this connection, the United Nations has There should also be a guarantee by all nucle~r-
certainly played a decisive role in the decolonization weapon States not to attack or threaten to attack wlt.h
struggle. There have been spectacular advances in !1uclear ,weapons non-nu~lear-weapon States. ~t IS
sc~ence and technology which have done much!o ImperatIve that ~uclear ~Isarmamentb~ aggreSSIvely
improve the lot of many people. Here, too, and m pursued by the mternatIonal commumty.
oth~r ways, ~ great deal has been accomplished by the 143. The question of conventional weapons mu.st
Umted Natl~!1s system for, the, betterment of the equally be seriously addressed. These weapons are m
human condItIon. However, m spIte of the enormous everyday use in many parts of the globe, especially in
advances that have been ma~e on so many front~ t.o the third world. Their use since the end of the Second
make the world a better one m th~ pa~t 39 years, I~ IS World War has accounted for millions of deaths and
regrettable that we are, perhaps mevItably, left WIth incalculable destruction of property. There has also
so many unresolved problems, old and new, as well been continued use of chemical weapons despite the
as a sense of disillu~ionmentat, the. failure to ach~eve fact that these were outl~wed by the 1?n5 Geneva
ma~y of the great alms and ObjectIves of the Umte,d Protocol,1 Serious efforts must be made to stop the
NatIOns. Thus, the road we have travelled so far IS production and spread of these types of weapons.
littered more with debris of discord than milestones 144 Th th Id'd h 11 Thf onc rd . ere are 0 er wor -Wl e c a enges. e
o co. . current world economic outlook is certainly worse
139. We now have t~o Power blocs engaged m a than ever before. The debt burden has become
dangero~s arms race, m terms of both nuclear an,d unbearable for most countries, particularly in the
conve~tIOnal weapon,s. Nuclear weapons, by the~r developing world. Ectire populations are still living
q~all;tIty and destructIve power, are capable of anm- in absolute indigence, and hunger is the daily lot of
hIlatmg not only all that mankmd has developed and millions of human beings. To these problems must be
constructeq thr!Jugh thousands of yea~s of effort, but added the persistence of certain regional conflicts
even ~ankInd Itself. The total stockpIles ~f ~eapons and of various situations that are a grave denial of
today In the wor,ld Power blocs are mamta,m~d '!t the most fundamental values, such as continuing
levels of destru~tIve po~er far greater than is JUStI- reprehensible violations of human rights and the
flt;d by any ratIOnal mIlItary purpose. As has been freedom of peoples; profound inequalities that con
saId by others: tinue to divide individuals and societies; and marked

"overan~ing is n'?t 9nly an expre~si0!1 <?f the injustices in certain aspects of international relations.
~utual distrust which IS advanced t~ J~I~tIfy It, but 145, Ten years have now passed since the General
It accet?-tuates the trend ,towards diVISion of the Assembly called for the establishment of a new
w9~ld Into sph~res o~ ,mfluence and l~ads to international economic order [resolutions 3201(S-Vlj
mdlt~ry, eco.nomlc, [poht~cal] a~d ~ultural mterfer- and 3202 (S- VI)] which would be equitable, just and
ence m the hves of oth~rs, a~d It dlve~s ,enprmous fair to all nations. However, what we have witnessed
resou~fes from the satisfactIOn of societies urgent over the period is the erosion of multilateralism in
needs international economic relations. Instead of creating

for development and progress. a new framework within which all countries will be
140. The menace to the survival of mankind posed able to develop their resources and enjoy the eco-
by the existence, further development and sophistica- !10mic ~n9 social ben,efits of that development, some
tion of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass mdustnahzed countfles have chosen to Isolate them-
destruction can only be contained if real progress is selves from the rest of the world. They have done so
made towards disarmament under effective interna- because they want all international economic rela-
tional control. In this context, we deplore the deep- tions to be conducted in ~ manner that will perpetu-
seated mistrust existing particularly between the two ate their economic superiGrity and enable them to

If
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continue to exploit the natural resources of other
countries. We cannot accept this.
146. We are capable, within the framework of the
United Nations, of negotiating on a wide spectrum of
economic issues and thereby implementing our re
solve to establish a new international economic
order. There can be no question that all our econo
mies are now more interdependent and complemen
tary than they have been before. We should not lose
sight of the fact that any economic recovery in
certain parts of the world will not last unless it is
extended to other corners of the earth.
147. Let us, therefore, summon the necessary politi
cal courage and launch the stalled global negotiations
on international economic co-operation for develop
ment and create bettrf economic and social condi
tions for all mankind. This is something we should
have done four years ago, and time is running out.
Hence, it is the hope of my delegation that the
negotiations can be launched without any further
delay.
148. The economic problems of Africa are particu
larly severe and complex. They are, in part, a result
of past colonial exploitation and underdevelopment
and, of late, of natural causes like desertification and
persistent droughts, as well as of deteriorating inter
national economic relations. Thirty-four countries in
Africa, including Zambia, are currently affected by
drought. The long spells of dry weather and the
concomitant lowering of the water table are threaten
ing the survival of man, fauna and flora in certain
parts of Africa.
149. The Secretary-General visited a number of
African States during the past year. As a result of his
visits, he has highlighted the serious economic and
social problems in Africa by observing that "the
economic survival of many countries in Africa is now
at stake. Unless the international community re
sponds urgf~ntly and adequately, there will be serious
consequences, not only for Africa, but for the whole
world'·.8 VVe fully support the Secretary-General's
call for urgent international assistance to those
African countries and peoples now afflicted by
drought.
150. We are cognizant of the fact that real solutions
to our economic problems lie in adopting long-term
measures. To this end, African Governments have
long recognized that the primary responsibility for
the development of their economies rests with them.
However, they need the assistance of the internation
al community urgently to attain this goal.
151. As I have already indicated, the persistence of
regional conflicts equally provokes grave internation
al concern. We must continue with the efforts to find
lasting solutions to such conflicts, in the interest of
international peace and security. L~t me now briefly
reiterate Zambia's position in respect of some of
them.
152. In regard to the conflicts in Afghanistan and
Kampuchea, we continue to believe that the solution
lies in a political settlement in each case based on the
immediate withdrawal of all foreign forces from
those two countries; respect for their sovereignty,
national independence, territorial integrity and non
aligned character; the right of the people to choose
their own economic, political and social systems
without outside intervention or coercion; and the
right of refugees to return to their homes in safety
and honour.

153. In the Korean peninsula, the international
community should expend every effort to break the
stalemate and prevent the permanent division of
Korea. We once again call for the reunification of
Korea on the basis of the principles embodied in the
South-North Joint Communique of 4 July 1972.9

154. Zambia has constantly advocated an immedi
ate end to the war between Iran and Iraq. We have,
equally, expressed concern at the possibility of that
conflict widening. The latest developments have
indeed shown clearly that that war has the potential
to draw in the neighbouring States and other Powers.
We, therefore, again urge the two parties to the
conflict to put an immediate end to it. It should be
possible for them to secure a just and honourable
settlement of the conflict, through negotiations, as
urged up~n.them by various international bodies and
peace mISSIons.
155. On the question of Cyprus, Zambia supports
the ongoing efforts of the Secretary-General designed
to assist the parties to resolve the conflict. We hope
that they will fully co-operate with him with a view to
finding a just and lasting solution.
156. The situation in Central America remains
gloomy despite the best efforts of the Contadora
Group to bring about peace in the area. There is
need, therefore, for a serious demonstration of
genuine political will in support of the peace initia
tive and of the process of dialogue and negotiations
by all those concerned, as envisage,) in Security
Council resolution 530 (1983). We reaffirm our
support for the Contadora peace process.
157. Zambia deplores the escalation of East-West
rivalry in and around the Indian Ocean in spite of the
Declaration on the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace,
adopted by the General Assembly in 1971 [resolution
2832 (XXVI)], that seeks to preserve the Indian
Ocean as a zone of peace. There is urgent need to
make progress on this matter so as to give effect to
the Declaration. Accordingly, we urge the countries
that have stood in the way of the Conference on the
Indian Ocean, to be held at Colombo, to reconsider
their positions so that it can now take place in 1985.
158. The conflict in the Middle East continues to
claim countless numbers of innocent lives. As has
been repeatedly stated by the international commu
nity, the core of the Middle East conflict is the
question of Palestine. Unless and until the inalien
able rights of the Palestinian people are recognized,
there can be no just and lasting settlement to the
conflict.
159. The United Nations has adopted numerous
resolutions on the Middle East which, if implement
ed, would have brought peace to the region a long
time ago. Recent events in that region have demon
strated more than ever before that the problem can
be resolved only through a comprehensive peace
initiative involvmg all parties concerned, including
the PLO, which is the authentic representative of the
Palestinian people. To this end, my delegation regrets
that the demands of the international community for
an international conference on the Middle East
involving all parties concerned have continued to be
frustrated by Israel and the United States. We ur~e
those countries to reconsider their position in thiS
regard.
160. Zambia will continue fully to support the
Palest' "\an people, under the leadership of the PLO,
in their Just struggle for the exercise of their inalien-
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able rights and the establishment of a State of their sanctity of the family, indiyidual liberty, maximum
own in Palestine. We shall also continue to demand freedom of choice and equal treatment of all the
immediate and unconditional Israeli withdrawal citizens of a country, regardless of race-policies and
from all Arab lands occupied since 1967. practices such as are embraced by the obnoxious
161. The situation in southern Africa continues to apartheid system of South Africa-be considered and
pose a serious threat to regional as well as interna- accepted as reflecting Western civilization and val-
tional peace and security. The major issues which ues? If not, how does the West, which has participat-
bedevil that region are well known and, as I stressed ed in the transfer of technology to South Africa and
in my address to the Assembly last year, at the thirty- invested heavily in its apartheid economy, ease its
eighth session [J2th meeting], all of them have been conscience? Can it escape the charge that it is an
brought about, and are kept alive, by the apartheid accomplice in this tragic situation?
regime of South Africa. 165. Early this month we witnessed a major consti-
162. True, there have been a number of develop- tutional fraud in South Africa. The so-called new
ments in the region in the last year. South Africa constitutional dispensation, which has brought about
sought to impress upon the world that it had a tricameral Parliament that excludes the black
undergone a change of heart, and took initiatives majority, is in fact a most reprehensible act of
that, at face value, presented it ae a peace-seeker and denationalization of the black majority of South
a peace-maker. However, the reality is that those Africa. By this, the Pretoria regime is in fact saying
developments have not introduced any fundamental that the black people do not belong to South Africa
change at all and have left intact the root cause of the and therefore cannot participate in the political life
problems of southern Africa, namely, the apartheid of that country. As far as the Pretoria regime is
policy of South Africa. What we have seen and are concerned, the black people of South Africa belong
witnessing is a calculated charade aimed at protect- and must be forcibly removed to the so-called
ing and entrenching apartheid. South Africa hopes to bantustans, or racially segregated homelands.
buy time to entrench even further its apartheid 166. How can the international community stand
policies and practices in the country. by and watch a whole people being told that they are
163. Thus, apartheid and minority rule persist in no longer citizens of their own country? How can the
South Africa, Namibia still remains occupied by friends of South Africa who profess freedom and
South Africa, in defiance of the will and decisions of justice stand by and watch a whole people denation-
the international community, and South Africa's alized in the name of Western civilization and
policy of destabilization of neighbouring and other Christianity? In fact, by their pronouncements some
mdependent States in the region is continuing, even Western countries have unwittingly welcomed the
if the tactics have changed. There is, therefore, no denationalization of the black people of South Africa.
basis for any change in the international commu- We deplore this posture.
nity's posture vis-it-vis the situation in southelTI ~ 67. Zambia calls upon the General Assembly to
Africa. The ~nternational campaign for the isolation reaffirm its rejection of the new constitutional set-up
lof South Africa and all other measures advocated in South Africa. It does not at all constitute a step in
earlier by the General Assembly must continue for as the right direction, as some apologists for the racist
long as there is no positive chan~e in the thinking of regime claim. It is a retrogressive step that simply
the Pretoria regime on the questIon of apartheid and further entrenches apartheid.
as long as there is no concrete progress in relation to 168. We commend the overwhelming majority of
the fundamental causes of the conflict in southern the Coloured people and those of Asian origin in
Africa. Contacts between South Africa and neigh- South Africa for rejecting the sham Constitution.
bouring States are necessary for geographical reasons; They clearly realize that the attempted fragmentation
or when aimed at resolving specific problems which of South African society along racial and ethnic lines,
have been created by South Africa; or because of the through a bogus Constitution, spells doom for their
understandable economic dependence of such coun- h 1
tries on South Africa. But such contacts cannot be country as a woe. They also realize that the
used to justify attempts to break, or refusal to join in, incorporation of their communities as appendages of
the international isolation of the apartheid regime by the apartheid legislative system is a fraud because it
others. does not give them real power.
164. Spokesmen for South Afric~h's apartheid sys- 169. This certainly is the time for all the oppressed

d h h f f people and the enlightened among the white commu-
tem an t ose W 0 support and en .orce it requently nity in South Africa to unite and wa~e an even more
appeal directly to Christianity and Western civiliza- determined struggle for the eradication of apartheid
tion to justify their actions. Thtey fear change and and minority rule in their country. This is the time
claim to be doing their duty to defend Western &:
Christian civilization and values against a so-called I.or them to rally behind their national liberation
communist onslaught in southern Africa, and that movement, the African National Congress of South
h bl k .., l' h d Africa [ANC] , and say "no" to the attempts by the

t e ac majorIty s strugg e agamst apart ei and Pretoria regime to make South Africa a country for
minority rule is a battle between Christianity and whites only. They must fight against the dismember-
Western civilization on the one hand and commu-
nism on the other. But, we may ask, can the ment of their country. They must not allow any
oppression, exploitation and dehumanization of a divisions in their ranks, as this is what the apartheid
people-God's people-be considered and accepted regime wants to see happen.
as Christian? How can we avoid the conclusion that 170. Zambia remains steadfast in its strong con-
oppression, exploitation and denial of fundamental demnation of apartheid and in its principled support
rights to the majority in South Africa are sanctioned for the ANC in the struggle to free South Africa from
by what amounts to blasphemy? What is the response the chains of apartheid and minority rule.
of the Church to this direct challenge to its integrity? 171. The peace, security and independence of Afri-
Can policies and practices which do not protect the can countries in the neighbourhood of South Africa
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are seriously endangered by the growing military 176. Let me conclude by. reaffirming Zambia's faith
power of that country and its policy of destabiliza- in the United Nations. In spite of the various
tion. The apartheid regime appears to have conclud- shortcomings of the Organization, the vision of a
ed that its own safety depends on neighbouring States foremost interm~tional instrumentality available to
being not only economically dependent on South mankind to realize a better world of peace, security,
Africa but also internally divided and, if necessary, in stability, justice and progress for all, irrespective of
turmoil. The methods used have engendered a war colour, race or creed, as enshrined in the Charter of
psychosis which has the effect of distorting social and the United Nations, remains valid today. The pursuit
economic priorities. Thus, resources are shifted from of our national philosophy of humanism has made it
urgently needed development projects to defence and possible for us to identify positively with the princi-
the limitation of incursions by the South African pIes and values for which the United Nations stands.
Defence Force or the activities of its armed allies. Can anyone or any country that is concerned with the

fate of our common humanity really doubt the
172. All independent States in the neighbourhood validity of this world body, which, in the words of the
of South Africa are vulnerable to that country's Secretary-General [see A/39/l), provides a forum in
aggression. But there are two States which are which "all nations-including the weak, the op-
currently victims of such aggression and urgently pressed and the victims of injustice--can get a
need concrete support from and the solidarity of the hearing and have a platform even in the face of the
entire international community. The South African hard realities of power"?
forces are still occupying parts of Angola. Lesotho is 177. Therefore, as we approach the fortieth anni-
faced with economic strangulation. We once again versary of the founding of the United Nations, it
call upon all those countries that have leverage on . . .
South Africa to use their influence and persuade that behoves us all to summon the necessary pohtlcal wdl

f . in a common endeavour to realize the lofty goals and
countrr.'s regime to cease all acts 0 aggressIOn and ideals enshrined in the Charter. We owe it to
destabllization against its neighbours, and particular- ourselves and, indeed, to posterity to ensure the
ly against the two victim States. We need peace and . d . 1 fth 0 . t' Let
stability very badly in southern Africa, for It is under preservatIOn an survlva 0 e rgamza Ion. us
conditions of peace and stability that national and together face the challenge with renewed determina

tion and commitment.regional development can be carried out most effec-
tively there. 178. Mr. AL-SABAH (Kuwait) (interpretation from

Arabic): Mr. President, it is a pleasure for the
173. With regard to Namibia, Zambia regrets the delegation of the State of Kuwait to see you presiding
fact that Security Council resolution 435 (1978) has over and conducting the affairs of thIS session! in
not yet been implemented. SWAPO has continued to view of your renowned vast experience in UnIted
make commendable efforts to ensure the implemen- Nations affairs, as well as your prudence and know-
tation of this resolution without any further delay. led~e. You represent Zambia, a friendly country to
During the past year, SWAPO's willingness to talk to whIch we are linked by the closest ties. You also
South Africa in order to resolve difference,) and represent the continent of Africa, to which the Arab
facilitate the implementation of the resolution re- world is linked with one destiny and common
suIted in meetings at Lusaka and in Cape Verde. interests. We are confident that success will be yours
These meetings have clearly shuwn that South Africa in your great task.
is still intent on clinging to Namibia by blocking the 179. I am pleased also to commend your predeces-
implementation of resolution 435 (1978), using the sor, Mr. llIueca, the President of the thirty-eighth
pretext of the claimed linkage between Namibia's session of the General Assembly, for the exemplary
independence and the withdrawal of Cuban forces manner in which he conducted the affairs of that
from Angola. session and for the success he achieved.
174. The so-called linkage was invented by the 180. The Secretary-General has shown understand-
United States, which, together with racist South ing and wisdom in dealing with the thorny intema-
Africa, continues to insist on it. We call upon the tional issues which have been and still are present on
United States to stop linking Namibian indepen- the international political scene. He deserves all the
dence to extraneous issues and to prevail upon South appreciation and support of my delegation.
Africa to do the same and thereby allow the imple- 181. Whenever Kuwait sees a new State join thl
mentation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978). United Nations, its conviction of the importance of
As we have said in the past, the question of the the Organization and its Charter in influencing
presence of Cuban forces in Angola and of their international relations is reaffirmed. The delegation
possible withdrawal from that country is a bilateral of Kuwait therefore congratulates Brunei Darussalam
matter between the Governments of the two sover- on its admission to the United Nations and hopes
ei~n States, An~ola and Cuba. It has nothing to do that its membership will provide new impetus for the
WIth South AfrIca's withdrawal from Namibia. role and the effectiveness of the Organization.
175. As we have said on other occasions, South 182. As the world Organization prepares to corn-
Africa's continued illegal occupation of Namibia is memorate its fortieth anniversary, we think that this
an intolerable insult not only to the people of occasion offers an opportunity for all of us to make
Namibia but to the international comml1nity as well, an objective and realistic evaluation of the extent of
and everything possible must be done to end it. the success and the failure of the United Nations and
Namibia stands out as a blot and an aberration in an to restate the goals and ideals cherished by its
otherwise virtually complete decolonization process founders and enshrined in its Charter, particularly
in Africa. It is against this background that we the noble goal that the United Nations should
reaffirm our full support for SWAPO in its struggle to become the centr~ of harmony among its Members in
secure the freedom and genuine independence of their pursuit of common goals-the stabilization of
Namibia. peace, security and prosperity in the world.
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183. In making this evaluation, we find ourselves
face to face with the increasing awareness that the
United Nations has not yet succeeded in becoming a
centre of harmony and coexistence and that the gap
has widened between the high principles of the
Charter and the troubled status quo. When consider
ing what is causing this, it is fair to say that the
United Nations is but a stage on which we, the
Member States, play our roles. Consequently, when
the United Nations fails to implement the provisions
of its Charter and execute its own resolutions, we
have to look to ourselves for the answer. We, the
Member States, have to harmonize our positions and
our actions, and respect the provisions of the Charter
without distortion or hesitation.
184. Against this discouraging picture of the realis
tic role of the United Nations, Kuwait sees that the
time has come for us to take steps to avoid the deep
abyss towards which we are headed and to realize
sincerely that for us, the smaH nations in particular,
the United Nations is the sole instrument capable of
warding off the spectre of chaos and war in the world.
We also think it is time for the Security Council
members, especially the permanent members, to
shoulder their responsibility for the establishment of
peace and security in the world. This responsibility is
primarily a collective one, since the Council mem
bers are answerable to the international community
for the way in which they exercise their powers.
185. We also are of the opinion that emphasis and
priority should be accorded to the Secretary-Gener
al's mission of preventive diplomacy so as to avert
exacerbation of crises, contain conflicts and build
bridges of understanding and trust among the parties
concerned. Furthermore, we feel that the efforts of
the Secretary-General to improve the efficiency of
the work of the Organization itself throu~h the
introduction of carefully studied administratIve re
forms in the organizational structure and the opti
mum utilization of the available financial and human
resources should be increased.
186. Our realistic evaluation of the role of the
United Nations and our expectations thereof should
not overshadow the constructive role played by the
specialized agencies in the humanitarian, economic,
cultural and technical programmes that they provide
over a limitless geographical area, particularly in the
developing countries.
187. The international situation is characterized by
the gravity of dangers resulting from the threat or use
of force under the cover of security, retaliation or
preventive measures. Armament in all its forms is
mcreasing at a time when hunger, disease, poverty
and illiteracy are rampant all over the world. We also
view with concern the quantitative and qualitative
increase in terrorist operations, which destroy values
and principles that have become established in
international relations.
188. We realize that force, whatever its nature,
cannot settle conflicts-in most cases it tends to
inflame them or widen their scope-and that arma
ment, however inflated and diversified, will never be
a source of security or stability.
189. When we speak of the devastating impact of
the use of force and violence in international rela
tions we usually do so because we have been sutTering
painfully for over four years in the course of which
our region has been affiicted with a war of destruc
tion which has exhausted its human and economic

I~'

resources. That war has continued despite the inten
sive efforts-individual, regional and internation
al-which started with the war itself and which
aimed at stopping or checking the war. None,
however, has been successful. On the contrary, our
region has unfortunately witnessed an intensification
of this sinister war, which has brought to the Arabian
Gulf, long noted for being a region of security and
stability and an artery of well-being and prosperity
for the world economy, threats to its safety and
tranquillity and has increased its exposure to an
international rivalry over spheres of influence, at the
expense of the interests and future of the peoples of
the region.
190. The Gulf Co-operation Council had to appeal
to the Security Council following Iran's threat to the
freedom of navigation in the Gulf and attacks on
Kuwaiti and Saudi ships, as well as those of other
countries, outside the war zone. In so doin~ we were
prompted by our belief in three basic princIples: that
there is the need to bolster the role of the world
Organization in solving problems which threaten
international security; that force, of whatever propor
tion, can never be a substitute for peace' and coexist
ence among the peoples of a regia and that
problems, no matter how acute, can be solved
through dialogue and consensus in accordance with
the principles of the Charter of the United Nations.
191. The Security Council has adopted many reso
lutions calling for the cessation of war between the
two countries and expressing its adherence to the
basic principles that should govern international
relations, including resolution 552 (1984), which,
inter alia, reaffirms the right of free navigation in
that important and vital waterway and calls upon
Iran to refrain from any act that may impede
freedom of navigation in the Gulf to and from the
ports of countries not parties to the conflict.
192. But unfortunately and to our deep regret, Iran,
scornful of the will of the internationa~ community
made manifest during the Council's deliberations,
has chosen to pursue its perilous course. It has
continued to interfere with freedom of navigation in
the Arabian Gulf. Once again we reiterate from this
rostrum that the politico-economic importance of the
Gulf area, as well as its strategic and security
situation, makes it imperative that its waters, ~rts
and shores be a symbol of stability and tranqUIllity,
because if its stability is subjected tD turbulence and
chaos, its tranquillity to attacks, and its freedom of
navigation to and from States not parties to the
conflict to interference, the interests of the nations of
the world will be seriously affected and, in particular,
the movement and growth of the world economy will
be dealt a big set-back.
193. In spite of these conditions, we are still
hopeful that neighbouring Muslim Iran will appreci
ate the reality of these apprehensions and dispel them
by adopting a courageous and prudent decision to
put an end to this devastatin~ war so that we, the
peoples of that important regIOn, will be able once
agam to live in harmony and concord, guided by the
teachings of our divine Islamic reli~ion, which advo
cates love, reconciliation, good-neIghbourliness and
the avoidance of hostility, hatred and war.
194. We reiterate our gratification at the acceptance
by~ our fraternal country Iraq of the international
efforts to reach a just and honourable conclusion to
this war. We wish that the leaders of Iran would spare
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the re~ion further anguish and destruction, the extent 200. This tragedy is a dangerous threat to the basic
of WhICh is known only to Allah-glory be to Him- principles on which the United Nations is founded,
by respondin$ positively to these sincere and un- since it involves a denial of the rights of the
bIaSed initiatIves, in which I had the honour of Palestinian people and Israel's use of force and
personally participating on behalf of the Gulf Co- pursuit of a policy of repression, aggression, exfan-
operation Council. All peace-loving countries call sion and encroachment upon the sovereignty 0 the
upon the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran Arab nation and the integrity of its soil. We therefore
to respond favourably to these initiatives so that feel that the elimination of this policy and the
peace may be restored to the Gulf. establishment of international legitimacy are basic
195. The entire international community is also duties of the United Nations.
called upon to take serious and acHve action in this 201. Hence, Kuwait supported the holding of the
field. We do not ask anyone to take the side of one International Conference on the Question of Pales-
party against another. What is required is a clear tine, at Geneva in 1983, in pursuance of G~neral
stand against the continuation of war and on behalf Assembly resolution 36/120 C. We were pleased that
of peace. We are convinced that there is no room many of the .,.:tajor parties to the conflict agreed to
today for indifference. If some Powers believe that participate in ~ne Conference, as an expression of
the continuation of the war would be advantageous their interest in having international legitimacy,
to them, we wish to advise them that those advan- represented bl the United Nations, presiding over
tages would be short-lived and meagre, while the the solution 0 this thorny question. We were, on the
damage would be long-lasting and bitter. Kuwait other hand, disappointed by the continued refusal of
feels that all mankind has a direct interest in seeing Israel, the United States and some other Western
an end to this devastating war and the beginning of countries to accept this international framework for
an era of reconstruction. action based on the spirit of justice and fairnen. We
196. Kuwait unwaveringly believes that the basic cannot accept the reasons advanced by the Western
function of all international and regional organiza- countries to justify their refusal to participate in the
tions and bodies should be to embody the identity of Conference, because it has become the firm convic-
interests and the common destiny of their member tion of the internati..:>nal community that the PLO is
countries, as well as to promote solidarity and co- the sole, auth~ntic and legWmate representative of
ordination among them. We Arabs have realized the Palestinian people, that any solution reached
that; hence the League of Arab States has been the without the partIcipation of the PLO, on an equal
first or~anization, in this politically historic era, to footing with the other parties, would be a mirage, and
crystallIze all the aims pursued by the international that to seek such a solution would be to go in a
community. Since its establishment, the Gulf Co- vicious circle.
operation Council, a subsidiary of the League of Arab 202. Kuwait also welcomes the initiative of the
States, has demonstrated to the world that it is a live Soviet Ullivn, which has "iubmitted proposals on a
and creative expression of that reality, since the Middle East settlement [A/39/368] , including the
Council now effectively participates in expediting the convening of an international conference in which all
process of coherence and co-ordination among the the parties, including the PLO, would participate on
peoples of the Arabian Gulf, to the extent that it has an equal footing.
increased the significance of the role played by those 203. We are still convinced that the basis for a just
countries in the fields of economic development, land comprehensive solution of the question of
world security and political stability. Palestine is total Israeli withdrawal from ail the
197. We adhere to the following basic principles: Palestinian and Arab territory occupied since 1967,
self-sufficiency, so as to maintain the independence, includin~ Holy Jerusalem, and the safeguarding of
sovereignty, territorial integrity and vital interests of the legitImate and inalienable rights of the Palestin-
the States of the region; maintenance of regional ian people, including its right to self-determination
security and stability by the States of the region, not and the establishment of its own State on its national
by any outside party; and commitment to the policy soil.
of non-alignment based on rejection of the policy of 204. No one should be surprised that Israel rejects
alliances and polarization and of the great Powers' any initiative, whether regional or international, for
race for spheres of influence. solving the Palestinian problem. Israel is a State
198. In November, Kuwait will have the honour of whose method is aggression and whose philosophy is
being host to the fifth summit meeting of the States expansion. Therefore, it depends on violence and the
of the Gulf Co-operation Council. That meeting will imposition of one new status quo after anothel'-
solidify the structure of the Council and strengthen from the annexation (If Holy Jerusalem to the
its commitment to the principles espoused by the annexation of the Golan Heights, from the continua-
States of the region and reflected in the Council's tion of the process of Judaization of the West Barl\k
charter, thus increasing the possibilities for stability, and the G&za Strip to the invasion of Lebanon and
co-operation and development among the peoples of the occupation of part of its territory.
those countries. 205. Israel's criminal record has extended to in-
199. Several conflicts impose a heavy burden on the clude inhuman practices in southern Lebanon. The
international community and have a negative effect Security Council recently considered those practices
on international relations. Some occupy the attention which are causing the Lebanese people suffering. All
of the international community for only a short time. the Security Council members agreed in calling upon
But there is one problem that has for more than 35 Israel to cease forthwith those practices and to apply
years directly and perilously threatened world peace el~mentary principles of human rights-all but the
and security-namely, the tragedy of the people of United States, which surpnscd the international
Palestine, which is at the heart of the conflict 10 the cor..tmunity by using its veto power to defeat that
Middle East. humanitarian draft resoiution. l ' It put forward pre-
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texts that cannot stand scrutiny in the Hght of the 213. The region of Central. America and the Carib-
justice of the cause and explanations that cannot bean Sea is one of considerable tension because of
justify prolonging the unjust situation experienced intervention by the great Powers, which unfortunate-
daily by southern Lebanon at the hands of the Israeli ly are concerned only with gaining a foothold there to
invaders and occupiers. enable them to achIeve their objectives of polariza-
206. The Security Council had passed resolution tioI?- and sphert:s .or influence. Kuwait supports all
509 (1982), in WhICh it demanded that Israel with- reg~onal effort~ ~mtIated .by the Contadora Group to
draw all its military forces forthwith and uncondi- arn.ve at ~ polItIcal solutIon bas~d on resp~ct for the
tionally from Lebanese terrii.ory to the interna.tional- basIc optIOns of each country m the regIOn.
ly recognized boundaries. But Israel, relying on the 2 i 4. The United Nations has been entrusted with
complete support of the United States for its policies thle historic task of world-wide decolonization. How-
and practices, has ignored that resolution~ like all ever, a black spot remains on the map because of
other resolutions, and has continued in its arrogance South Africa's refusal~, in spite of the international
at the expense of the Palestinian and Lebanese will, to respect the legitimate national rights of the
people. Namibian people and because of its policies of racial
207. Kuwait is c~)ncenled about the stabilization of discri~ination and. l}1!art~eid-that ugly blot on
conditions in Lebanon and the restoration to that twentIeth-century CIvIlIzatIon.
cou~try o.f a normal, healthy l~f~,. so. that it ~ay 215. The United Nations adopted, in Security
contmue ItS ~dyance towards clvlh~atIon and gIve Council resolution 435 (1978), a plan characterized
the. world a IIvmg exa~ple of coexistence between by prudence, moderation and non-bias for ensuring
varIOUS sects and doet.rmes. We therefore sUPPC?~ all the independence of Namibia. However, the great
the Lebanese efforts aImed at enhancmg the spIn! of Powers have elect~d to involve the fate of the
nationa~ unity and rec~~ciliation and at r~nouncing Namibian people, despite its bitter struggle, in the
everythmg that may dlv~de the people of that ~oun- international equation and the policy ~f ~onfronta-
try. We appeal to the mternatlOnal. cO!J1mum.ty to tion between East and West. The NamIblan people
bring pre~sur~ to bear on Israel t~ deSIst Immedla~ely and SWAPO, its sole, legitimate representative, have
from rekmdlI!1g the ~ames of dlscC?rd and to w!th- been condemned to p~y the price of ~ival!y and
draw to the InternatIonally recogmzed boundarIes. conflict that are not theIr concern. KuwaIt reIterates
208. The world today is experiencing a real tragedy its support for the United Nations plan, which
because of the increase in hotbeds of tension, the comprises the ideal framework for a settlement that
disregard shown by the great Powers, which are has comprehensive international approval.
influential inte~ationa!ly, of .the ~esires of the 216. Kuwait also strOilgly condemns the policy of
peoples, ~md theIr .persIstence m uSI~g ,Pretexts to racial discrimination and apartheid practised by the
Inter~ere m the affalfs of other .countrIes m an effort racist regime of South Africa against the black
to gam a foothold or to acqUIre an ally by force. majority, the legitimate inhabitants of that land. The
209. The people of Afghanistan has been suffering latest manifestation of that policy is the imposition
for four years under a puppet regime backed by of a contrived "constitution" which consolidates
Soviet forces. Tremendous international efforts have white minority rule and denies the legitimate rights
been made to alleviate the suffering of that peaceful of the overwhelming majority of South Africa's
M uslim people. While commending all those efforts, population.
we think that all the p.arties c0I?-cerned. in tJ1e Afghan 217. The world economic situation is no better than
prob~em sh~uld refralt:t from mterfenng In t~e do- the tense international political situation. It is our
mestIc affaIrS of that Independ~nt country, aId Hie conviction that this is a result of the continuing
Afghan refugees to r~tu~ to th. 0' co~ntry a,nd allow connection between politics and economics. Both the
~he people to ~etermIne ItS 0", .....estmy as It sees !it rapidity and the scope of the deterioration of the
after the foreIgn forces have WIthdrawn from Its world economic situation have assumed tragic di-
terntory. mensions. The most outstanding issue in this connec-
210. .."'he effects of the situation in Afghanistan are tion is that of the developing countries' indebtedness,
not limited to that country and its people. It also which constitutes one of the most dangerous prob-
threatens peace and st~bility in t.he border areas of lems of the age. That indebtedne~)s totals over $800
Pakistan, where there are more than 1 million billion, and its annual servicing rate is $150 billion.
Afghan rtiugees. It is easy to imagine the negative repp.rcussions of
211. The situation in K~. .puchea, whose people is !hat situati~n on development efforts Lt the develop-
deprived of its right to choose the kind of regime it mg countrIes.
desi~es, .~as not cha~ged. The time has come for ~ll 218. Kuwait believes that economic co-operation
fo~eIgn. mterference In Kampuchea to ceas~ and f~r among developing countries is the corner-stone of
thiS ffleD;dly people to resume the.exercIse of ItS their efforts tn acl)' ve the economic growth and
natural rIght to a decent and free lIfe. prosperity neCf.~Jt: for the attainment of the ~oals
212. The Cyprus problem is also at a crossroads of self-sufficiency and freedom from depender ..:e on
after the recent developments. Kuwait feels that the industrialized countries and subju~ation t.o the
Turkish and Greek Cypriots should have recourse to conditions they impose on the developmg countries
the basic principles of resolving conflicts through in order to perpetuate the present in" i'! ,ational
serious and constructive negotiations. We welcome economic order, with &B the ills and depTh ,~ion this
the efforts of the Secretary-General. We believe that causes for the developing countries. We therefore
they constitute the right way to reach a just solution support all well-thought-out, practical and reasonable
takmg into account the legItimate rights of the two measures to strengthen and consolidate co-operation
communities, while at the same time guaranteeing among developing countries, for we believe that such
th~ independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity co-operation is the first essential and the basic pre-
and non-aligned character of Cyprus. condition that must be met if the developing coun-
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tries are to strengthtin their economic situation. this year, joined ASEAN as its sixth member State,
There is no doubt that when we reduce our economic an event that further deepened the bonds of friend-
dependence on the industrialized countries we shall ship and cultural kinship that have traditionally
strengthen our negotiating position vis-a-vis them in linked our two peoples. The admission of Brunei
the efforts to change the present international eco- Darussalam to the United Nations underscores not
nomk order. only the universality of the Organization but also the
219. Kuwait believes that to be useful and effective continuing hop~ that mankind r~pos~s in this unique
this economic co-operation among the developing forum f,?r multIlateral co-operatIon m the resolution
countries should be based on principles and measures of pressmg global problems.
that will ensure mutual benefit and promote the 227. Once again we are here to address ourselves to
common interests of the participating countries. the concerns of our time, to seek new avenues to
220. We continue to believe that the industrialized ~trength~n global peac~ and security, to increase
countries are the root cause of the economic prob- mte.vnatlOnal co-op~ratlon and to chart a better
lems of the third world. Therefore, the responsibility future for the natIons of. the .world. Ou~ task,
for providing or increasing the resourc~s and assist- however, has been rendered mfimtely more dlff1cult
ance needed by the developing countries falls, in the by the awesome dangers and challenges !ha~ contmue
first place, upon the shoulders of the industrialized to cast a pall ov~r our hopes and aspiratIons. The
countries. Nor can we relieve the industrialized p~st year m partlcu.1ar w'!s ~arked by great un~er-
countries of their financial responsibility towards the tal.nty and a deepenm~ chill m great-Po\,:er relatlon-
developing countries. ships, furt!l:er threaten109 the alre~dy fragIle st~ctu~e
221. The developing countries should not take any of mternatlonal peac~ and secunty. Nowhere I~ t~IS
measures or make any arrangements in the field of more apparent than m. the context of t~e overrldmg
economic co-operation that could lead to lessening fear of nuclear war, which ~od~y hangs hke the sword
the responsibility of the industrialized countries. We of Damoc~es ove~ all llUluamty. .
believe that one way we can ensure that this does not 228.. Agamst t~IS ~ackg~ound, ~he persls~ence of
happen is by emphasizing the need for the contin- conflict a~d tensIOn m v -~nous regions h~~ remforced
uance of the North-South dialogue so as to achieve the negative ~rend. towards power pohtlcs and so.
the establishment of a new international economic called stra~e~ic alhan~es. The cur~ent tend~ncy to
order resort to mIlitary solutIOns m pursuit of questionable

22 . I . f h d" interests has seriously eroded the principles of non-
2 .. n spite 0 ~ e l~rge re uchon l~ its revenues interference and non-intervention and has led to the
owmg to fluctuatIOns In the world 011 market, the ' , , ffi ' /' I S
production recession and the increase in its require- ImpOSItIon 0 ails ac.comp IS. As a resu. t, some tates
ments, Kuwait will continue to do its best to honour have been force~ mt~ spher~s. of mfluence and
its obligations with regard to aid to the developing dependency relationships remmlscent of a bY~()De

t ' era.
coun nes. 229 l'h· ·fi· f h .
223. Mankind is more in need today for an ap- . e mtensl Icatlon.o t e arms race re!D~ms at
proach that will open up shining horizons for the the centr.e of o1;1r collective conce~. ~ helght~ned
achievement of its dreams. On the eve of the fortieth sense of ~nsecunty pervades the entire lD.tematlt!nal
anniversary of the establishment of the United co~mumty bef,?re the prospect of an Irreversible
Nations we are more hopeful of its ability to lead us sl?lfal of escaiah,?n. We are .to~ay confronted ~y a
to the shores of security so that togc"-her we can enjoy Virtual deadlock In all n~gotlatIng f~rums on dlsar..

f 11 b ' h·ll.~ d ' mament and the suspension of cruCial arms control
a state 0 we - el~~ and peace, w I te a henng to the negotiations already under way. Even the sanctity
letter and the SPlflt of the Charter. . . and integrity of existing agreements are now in
224. Mr: ~USUMAATMA;DJA (Indonesl~): It IS danger of being underminedp and on the horizon
m~st gra~lfYI~g to my delegatIop that the P.resldent of looms the real threat of &n uncontrollable arms race
thiS ~es~lOn I~ a season~d dlplo~at, With a long :n outer space. At this critical time for the future of
assocl.atlOn With the, Umted Na~lOns,. and ~n out- disarmament, we are duty-bound to respond with
standIng representative, of Zambia, With whl~h my even greater determination and commitment to the
coun,try has always enJoy~d fraterna~, a;nd f~lendly pleas of mankind for a halt to this headlong rush
relatIons. Our cot:J.fidence ID your abIlltle~, Sir, has towards self-extinction.
lon~ been estabhsned by your leadership of the 230 M d I ., . d h .
Umted Nations Council for Namibia, as President of . y e egatlOn IS .co.nvInce t at a n~w, mte-
which you have for so many years tirelessly dedicated g~ated approach, as distInct from the plec.emeal

If h 'f ' k . disarmament efforts of the rast, should be adopted,
yourse t~ t e execution 0 ItS mandate. I ta e thiS comprising both quantitative reductions :md qualita-
~pportumty to express to you the warm congratula- tive restrictions The wider the ran~e of weapons
tlOns of my Government, as well as my own congrat- ..
ulations, on your unanimous election and to pledge ~oy~rt:d the greater woul~ be the .va ue of sl~ch an
my delegation's full co-operation in the Jischarge of Initiative. A~ the sal!le. time, whl1e c0!1tmumg to

C 'd bl k accord the hIghest pnonty to nuclear disarmament
your torml a e, ta~ . , W~ should ensure that conventional disarmament
225. To y<?ur dlstmgUlshed f ..Jecessor, ~r: Jarge measures, especially by the major Powers, are simul-
Illueca, I Wish to convey our .deep appr~.cI~tIon for taneously pursued. In this context, we welcome the
the, exe~plary manner, In wplch he h~s gUided the report of the Secretary-General containinJ the study
dehberatIons of the thirty-eighth session. vil conventional disarmament [A/39/348J as a POSl-
226. I am particularly privileged to extend a special tive contribution. Conclusive progress can be gauged
welcome to Brunei Darussalam on its accession to by linking reductions in military budgets to cuts in
membership in the United Nations. Our pleasure in specific weapons systems and related activities in
seeing the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Brunei research and development. With a view to st.emming
Darussalam, Prince Mohamed Bolkiah, in this Hall is the qualitative improvement and preventing the
all the greater since Brunei Darussalam, in January development of new types of weapons, the need for a
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comprehensive treaty banning the testing of all types must be arrested through the convening of the
of nuclear weapons in all environments has become Conference on the Indian Ocean called for by the
even more urgent. General Assembly. I appeal to the great Powers and
231. The main responsibility for initiating this the major maritime users to review the~r positions
comprehensive approach rests with the nuclear Pow- and allow the ~o~~er~nce to t~ke. place m the near
ers, which should agree as a first step on an immedi- future, .thereby I~ItIatmg nego~IatIonS to promote a
ate freeze on the production and deployment of relax~tIOn of tenSIO? and to bnng durable peace and
nuclear weapons. This should be followed by sub- secunty to the regIon.
stantive arms reducti9n negotiations in the co~tex~ of 235. We may count ourselves fortunate that the
the Conference on .DIsarmament. Such a redl~ectlOn world has thus far been spared the horrors of nuclear
would n~t constram, but rather strengthen ,bIlateral war. However, there can be no satisfaction whatso-
an9 regIOn~1 t,alks m the efforts to achu~ve the ever in seeing the many unresolved conflicts employ-
ultImate ObjectIve ~f g~neral a~d complete dIsarm~- ing conventional arms which continue to rage m
ment under effe~tIve mte~natIonal c0!1trol. In thIS many regions of the world.
regard, we underlIne the Jomt DeclaratIon by Argen- . ,
tina, Greece, India, Mexico, Sweden and the United 2~6. From the begmmng of the Kampuchean con-
Republic of Tanzania of 22 May 1984 [AI391277], flIC~,. member State~ of A~EAN have a~opted. a
which stressed that while it is the primary responsi- p~sItlOn ~ase~ upon mte~atIonally recogmzed prm-
bility of the nuclear-weapon States to prevent a cIples. LIkewI~e, our. actIons haye clearly demon-
nuclear catastrophe, this problem is too important to strat~d a genume desIre to contnbute to a peace.ful
be left solely to those States. World disarmament, SolutI~n. of th~ p~oblem through c~n:tprehe?SIVe
peace and security are the responsibility of mankind negotIatIons takmg mto account the legItImate Inter-
as a whole. ests of all the parties. In this regard, [ should like to
232, Ever mindful of the nuclear threat that con- recall th~ ~anous concrete proposals .advanced by
fronts our strategically significant region, my Gov- ASEAN m Its appeal f?f Kamp~cheanI~depe~dence
ernment has long advocated the establishment of a of 21 September 1,983. :r~~se mclude, m partIcul~r,
nuclear-weapon-free zone in South-East Asia as part th,e offer of a sen~s of ImtIal steps" su~h as ~artIal
of our regional approach to security and disarma- w~th~rawal of roreI~n forces on a terrItonal baSIS and
ment. In this regard, I am pleased to inform the ~Ithm a .specIfic tIme fra~e, a cease-fire and the
Assembly that the annual meeting of ASEAN Foreign mtroductIon of peace-keepmg forces.
Ministers held at Jakarta last July endorsed this 237. In its efforts to bring about the adoption of
initiative as an essential component in the establish- this approach, ASEAN has demonstrated its flexibili-
ment of a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality in ty and rationality. For, although ASEAN remains
the region. The ASEAN Working Group created to fully committed to elements contained in the Decla-
promote the zone is undertaking a study to identify ration on Kampuchea, adopted by the International
various aspects and modalities for the realization of Conference on Kampuchea, held in New York in July
the nuclear-weapon-free-zone concept. 1981,12 we are none the less open with regard to the
233. Indonesia, as an archipelagic State situated at !XlOdalities for arrivin~ at a political solution. Nor has
the crossroads of two oceans and of important It ev~r be~n .ASEAN s demand that the proposals
international waterways, is also deeply disturbed by contamed m ,ItS Septembe~ 1983 appeal be taken as
the increasing naval buildup and the rapid develop- the only basIs for a solutIon, as has been alleged.
ment of new n~val arms systems. In past years these Regrettably, this .reasonable app~oach co~ti~ues to.be
aspects have not been conspicuous on the interna- spurne~. We belIeye that there IS no pomt In callIng
tional agenda of arms control and disarmament. Yet, for a dIalogue whIch evades the ~or~ aspects or. t~e
the steady expansion and modernization of the Kampuchean pro~lem and subm~t~ It to unrealIstIc
navies of the two super-Powers in particular, the demands amountmg to pre-condItIons.
t~chnological advRnces and the increased sC?phistica- 238. The withdrawal of all foreign troops from
tIOn of nav~l-basedwe,apC?n sy~tems ~re addmg a new Kampuchean soil and the establishment of a Kampu-
and potentIally destabIh;zmg dImensIon to the overall chean Government of the people's own choosing
arms race. My delegatIOn therefore welcomed the should continue to form the basis for a solution
decision of the General Assembly at its thirty-eighth Without it the nationalist forces of the Coalitio~
sessi~n [resolution 381188 G] to carry out a compre- Govemme~t of Democratic Kampuchea, under the
h~nslve ~tudy on all ~spects. of th~ naval 3:rms race inspired leadership of Samdech Norodom Sihanouk,
WIth a vIe\y to analysmg ,t~eI~ possIb.le rat:tl1fic~tlOns will have no choice but to continue their legitimate
and, more ~mportant, facIlttatm~ the Ident,Ifi~atIonof struggle against foreign intervention and occupation.
areas for dlsarll}al1l:ent an,d conI1de~c~-bu,I1dm~ mea- We further believe that national reconciliation of all
sures. IndoneSIa IS actIvely partICI~atmg m t~e Kampuchean factions is essential for the restoration
Group of Governmental Experts constItuted for thIs of independence and the maintenance of the national
purpose. unity of Kampuchea. It was in this light that the
234. Also in this context, my delegation has long ASEAN Foreign Ministers' Joint Statement on the
worked with like-minded States for the implementa- Kampuchean Problem, issued at Jakarta on 9 July
tion of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone 1984 [see AI391352], called upon Viet Nam to
of Peace [resolution 2832 (XXVI)]. However, despite support such national reconciliation. VJe hope that
the many years of concerted effort, we have wit- Viet Nam will respond positively and sincerely to
nessed an unprecedented buildup of foreign forces in ASEAN's appeal to seek a comprehensive political
the Indian Ocean proper and in its vicinity, Thus, the settlement to a problem which, apart from the
Indian Ocean is moving inexorably in the direction principles involved, is basically a conflict between
of unbridled strategic compet.ition, constituting an the Kampuchean people and Viet Nam. The altema-
imminent threat \.0 the security interests of the tive would be the persistence of foreign intervention,
littoral and hinterland States. This dangerous slide instability and turmoil in South-East Asia.
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239. In South-West Asia, the continued presence of diate, unconditional and complete withdrawal of all
foreign forces in Afghanistan has caused great ten- Israeli occupation forces.
~ion and anxiet~ in t~e region and beyond. I~ ~he 248. In the same region, we continue to be seriously'
mterest. ofrestonng regIOnal confidence ~nd s~abI1.Ity, concerned that the conflict between two brotherly
Afghat?-Istan must be allowed to resume Its hIstoncal nations, Iran and Iraq, has not abated, after four
non-alIgned role. years of incalculable bloodshed. The continuing
240. In the Middle East, Israeli aggression and hostilities now threaten the Gulf and may well lead to
expansionism has constituted the most formidable the involvement of extraregional Powers. Despite
obstacle to peace in the region. Hence, various these negative trends, we are heartened by the
attempts at partial solutions have been manipulated Secretary-General's success in achieving an agree-
by Israel as a convenient cover for the consolidation ment for the cessation of military attacks against
of its entrenchment in the occupied territories. Most civilian population centres. We trust that this agree-
important, they have proved inadequate and failed to ment will endure and eventually bring about the
addr, ') the question of the fundamental rights and cessation of hostilities on a wider scale, paving the
legitimate aspirations of the Arab people. way towards an honourable and just peace.
241. This bitter reality continues to stir the caul- 249. Just a month ago we were confronted with yet
dron of enmity in the Middle East, and the region another scheme by the Pretoria regime for further
continues to be a focus of East-\Vest confrontation. entrenching its apartheid policy through a so-called
My Government therefore welcomed the decision of constitutional change. However, the people boycot-
the International Conference on the Question of ted th~ .sham e!ections and c~urag~~usly confrol;1ted
Palestine, held at Geneva from 29 August to 7 the mIlItary mIght of the racIst regIme to mamfest
September 1983-and endorsed by the General before the world their solidarity and determination
Assembly in resolution 38/58C-that an internation- to oppose the constitutional fraud.
al peace conference on the Middle East sh~uld be 250. The United Nations has categorically con-
con~e!1ed .. Only through such. a forum, wIth t.he demned apartheid as .contra!)' to the Charter and a
partICIpatIOn on an equal footmg of all the pa~Ies crime against humamty. It IS the moral duty of all
concerned, including the PLO, can a comprehensIve, Member States, particularly those that have contin-
just and durable peace be achieved. ued to lend credence and support to Pn':toria, to take
242. In preparing for the conference it ,is crucial resolute s~eps t9 sec~re the objec~ive of a non-racial
that clear and agreed terms of reference be establish- democratIc sOcIety m South Africa.
ed on the basis of the core issues of the conflict: that 251, As a member of the United Nations CouHcil
is, the legitimate right of self-determination and for Namibia, Indonesia has grave misgivings that, as
sovereign nationhood for the Palestinian people; time passes with no real progress towards Namibian
Israeli withdrawal from an Arab territories occupied independence, the United Nations plan for Namibia
since 1967, including Jerusalem; and the need of the is moving ever closer to becoming a dead letter. As
States in the region to live in peace, within interna- the phn continues to languish, the Pretoria regime
tionally recognized boundaries. It is our fervent hope has become even more emboldened in its reliance on
that the negotiations at the conference on these terms pretext after pretext and manoeuvre after manoeuvre
of reference will lead to the implementation of a just to impose its own illegal internal solution on the
and comprehensive settlement. Territory. Despite the many broken promises by the

Mr Choudhury (Bangladesh) Vice-President took colonial regime, the valia.nt Namibian people, under
the Chair ' , the leadership of SWAPO, have demonstrated their
243. Gi~en the complexity of the issues involved, it ,!eter~ination to .a~hieve the total and genuine
is critical that the major Powers demonstrate their hberatlOn of N~mlbIa. .
concurrence and support by actively and construc- 252: South Afnca must p~t be allowed to pursue Its
tively participating in the preparations for the peace tactl.cs of fUI'~her und~rmmmg the terms .of the pla~,
conference partIcularly ID the lIght of the SecurIty Councl1
.' . . . decision [resolution 539 (1983)] unequivocally reaf-
2.44. A full two years after the brutal IsraelI .mv~- firming that it is utterly unacceptable to link the
SI0t:l, the L~banese people haye found no respIte In United Nations plan to extraneous and irrelevant
theu suffenng und~r occupa~lO~. The past year ~as issues, for they' can only have a disastrous impact not
even recorded an .mcreas~d IncIdence of repreSSIve only on NamIbia i'.self but also on the States in the
measures and arbItrary vIolence. regIOn of southern Africa as a whole. N~mibia
245. It is unfortunate that the most recent efforts by remains the only colonial Territory for which the
the Security Council to redress the desperate situa- United Nations has assumed total responsibility, and
tion of the civilians in occupied Lebanon were we, the Members, have a solemn obligation to the
thwarted by a single negative vote, especially in the Namibian people to fulfil our common commitment
light of the Council's unanimous call in 1982 for the to achieve the genuine decolonization and indepen-
total withdrawal of all Israeli forces. dence of Namibia.
246. Israel's stranglehold on southern Lebanon has 253. A full two years have passed since the armed
tightened to the point of threatening the country's confrontation over the Malvinas Islands. We note
economic viability, by isolating southern'Lebanon with appreciation the initiative of the Swiss Govern-
from the rest of the country. ment m July last to facilitate direct contact between
247. The arduous task undertaken by the people of the two parties. We h~pe that .negotiations vyill be
Lebanon of restoring their unity through national renewed to :esolve ~~IS fest~r!ng problem ID the
reconciliation and bringing a sense of normalcy ~ontext of the geo-pohtical r~ahtles and the long-term
through national reconstruction is being seriously mterests of the two countnes.
challenged by these Israeli actions. Indonesia there- 254. In facing the specific manifestations of the
fore fully supports Lebanon's demand for the jmme- challenges and problems in Central America t my
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delegation believes that only through the mechanism effect severe contractions in their development pro-
of negotiations and dialogue can the misund~rstand- gra~mes. Prolonged hi~h. in~e~est rates too hav.e
ings and misperceptions that have led to tensIOn and serIously aggravated theIr liqUIdity prob~ems and, If
conflicts in the past be removed. Indonesia therefore those rates are not markedly reduced m the near
continues to support the initiative of the C0!1tadora future, the tentative rec~very .could very well. be
Group which offers the most comprehensive and aborted and the current difficultIes of the developmg
balanc~d approach, taking into account the unique countries rendered more intractable.
political, ~conomic and s!Jcial conditions I?re,:ailing 259. A brief word on the region of Asia, to which
m the regIOn. My delegatIOn lauds t~e .dedlcatu:~n of my country belongs. It is true that many of the
the 9roup's member States to achl~vmg solutIOns, countries in this region have, against tremendous
particularly the current efforts to arnve at a cons~n- odds managed to retain their economic resilience
~us on the Conta~oraAct on Peace and Co-operation thro~ghout the depths of the recession and are again
In Cen~ral Am~nca [see A/39/~62]. We are hop~ful posting satisfactory growth rates. But that overall
that thiS Act.wIll bec~me a basIs for peace, st~blhty assessment masks many externally induced prob-
and good-nelghbourhness throughout the regIOn. lems. Some 900 million people in Asia are still living
255. The quests for peace, security, disarmament tenuously under the poverty line. Problems of popu-
and development are inextricably linked. Malaise, lation and massive unemployment still pose grave
fear and uncertainty are not the exclusive features of challenges to any development scheme, however
the political arena. They also pervade the domain of well-conceived. The magnitude and thus the gravity
international economics and, as in politics, they can of these problems cannot be discounted. Any down-
be effectively overcome only through close interna- turn in the world economy therefore could have
tional co-operation. To act otherwise is to court incalculable costs in human terms for this region.
disaster. .. 260. For those reasons and more, Indonesia strong-
256. Ten years have now passed sl~ce the adoptIon ly believes that the developing countries cannot stand
by ~he General Asse~bly of resolutIon .3201 (S.-VI), and wait for a dubious trickling down of an uncertain
callmg ~or the esta~hshment of a new mternatlOnal recovery. Hence, recovery and the reactivation of
econ~mlCorder, which gave us hope,for a new era of development should be jointly stimulated. Concerted
multIlateral deyelopment co-operatIon. Four years and collective action by each and all mr,mbers of the
have elapse~ smce the General Assembly launc~ed international community, and particularly by the
the .lnternatI~nalDevelopment Strategy for the Th~rd economically powerful, are indispensable if a sus-
Umted NatIOns Development I?e~~d~ [resolutlOn tained, global economic recovery is to be achieved.
35/56, annex]. Regrettably, both mltIatIves are now ..
apparently sidelined in favour of unilateral expedi- 261. In !hls.era ~f mterdepe.ndence no country can
ence and opportunism. Their failure stands as an develop m IsolatIon, and mdeed the d~veloped
indictment of our times. Instead of an increase in countnes are a.lso depen~ent on th~ economic he~lth
international co-operation, we see multilateralism on of the developlI!g countnes for theIr own prosperIty.
the retreat, development co-operation on the defen- However, one Important lesson that we ca~ draw
sive and the gap of economic disparity and inequality f~om ~he past several years of .extremely dIfli~ult
continuing to widen. This anomalous situation is the !Imes IS perhaps t.he.fact 0: ~ persistent asymmet.ncal
major challenge facing our collective wisdom and mterdependence I~ mternatIonal econC!mlc relatIon~.
resolve at this Assembly session. :Therefore, the a~m s~ould be genUII;le econo~lc

, mterdependence m which the developmg countnes
25,7. .The state of the w<:>rld ~conomy als~ reflects are active and equal partners and their economies
thIS dIlemma. TI~e headhnes m the media. of the not merely by-products of the economic advances of
developed countnes have generally charactenzed the the North
world economy as one well embarked on a course ... . .
towards recovery. In consequence, the developing 262. qn the Issue of mstltutlOnal and structu!al
countries are urged to wait patiently for the transmis- change I~ the ~o~ld economy, the outlook r~mams
sion of the recovery's benefits down to them. But deeply dlsappomt.mg. Procedural hurdles ~o~tmue to
there is another world and another perspective. For blo~k the la~mchmg of the global negotIatIons and
three quarters of mankind the realities stand in stark !heIr resol~tlon seems more remote than ever. The~e
contrast to this optimistic scenario. The economic IS no denymg, ho~ever, that glo.bal problems nece~sl-
upswing has, for the most part, continued to elude tate global sC!lutIOns. IndoneSia th~refore remams
them. Stagnation and retrenchment are in general strongly convmced that unless the Issues of trad.e,
their common plight. High interest rates, protection- mo~e~, finance an~ developm~nt can be treated m
ism, sha-.p declines in commodity prices, unemploy- theIr Inseparable mt.e~connectIon,. the results can
ment, debt crises and liquidity problems compose only be] at best, pro.vl.sIOnal. S~me Issues ne~d to b.e
much of the injurious mosaic of 1ifficulties that dealt with on an l.ndlvldl;1al basIs t~rough an Immedl-
currently affiict their economies. ate-measures pohcy. ~hls we rea~lze. NC!ne the less,
258. In the field of international trade, it is a cruel we ~hould never lose SIght of the Imperative need for
paradox that the developed counUies counsel devel- an mtegrated global approach.
oping countries on the b~nefits of increased partici- 263. In the North-South context, two important
pation in global trade while at the same time erecting international conferences took place this yeat'o The
more restrictive barriers to their products. The' International Conference on Population, b~ld at
communiques of the economic summits held at Mexico City from 6 to 14 August, addressed popula-
Williamsburg in May 1983 and in London last June tion problems that have emerged since the World
[see A/39/304] notwithstanding, protectionism con- Popuhtion Conference held at Bucharest 10 years
tinues to exact a heavy toll. Compounding this ago. Indonesia, as the fifth most populous nation on
dilem ma, the sharp decline in commodity prices and earth, is acutely aware of the complexity of the
a corresponding decline in access to development population issue and of its vital interrelationships
financing have forced the developing countries to with resources, food, the environment and develop-
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sembly should reach agreement on measures to
enable the international community to overcome this
crisis of catastrophic proportions.
267. While uncertainty and intransigence reign in
the world economy and in the North-South negotia~

tions, South-South collective self-reliance has ac
quired even greater urgency and significance. Eco
nomic co-operation and technical co-operation
among developing countries are essential instruments
for promoting the rational and efficient use of
resources available in developing countries for their
autonomous development. The meeting at Cartagena
in June this year on South-South co-operation once
again demonstrates the strong determination of the
developing countries to implement the Caracas Pro
gramme of Action, adopted by the High-Level Con
ference on Economic Co-operation among Develop
ing Countries, held at Caracas in May 1981. 18

268. Let me now touch briefly on some social issues
of deep concern to my country. The year 1985 will
mark the end of the United Nations Decade for
Women. Considerable progress has already been
achieved in enhancing the role and responsibilities of
women in society in general. But other and more
formidable challenges embodied in the Programme
of Action for the Second Half of the United Nati011S
Decade for Women 19 still lie ahead. We trust th2lt
these challenges will be effectively addressed at th~~

World Conference to Review and Appraise the
Achievements of the United Nations Decade for
Women: Equality, Development and Peace, to be
held in 1985 at Nairobi.
269. One of the most important and concrete
achievements of the United Nations Decade for
Women was the adoption by the General Assembly
in 1979 of the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women [resolution
34/180. annex]. The Indonesian G,overnment has
ratified this Convention not only because its tenets
are in full accord with the rights already guaranteed
to women by our Constitution but also because it will
reinforce the effectiveness of those rights universally.
270. On the problem of refugees, the considerable
response of the international community was once
again demonstrated at the Second International
Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa, held
at Geneva from 9 to 11 July 1984. As in Asia, while
pertinent assistance has been forthcoming, the con
tinued support of the international community is
paramount.
271. Another area of deep concern to Indonesia is
that of children-a most vulnerable sector-in which
millions of lives have been threatened by the global
economic downturn. UNICEF's child survival and
development strategy stands as a beacon of hope for
further reducing mortality among infants and young
children. The recent supportive public statements
from world leaders, including the Secretary-General,
are important factors in creating a climate conducive
to making substantial progress in child health
throughout the world. The opportunity to accelerate
child survival and development should not be al
lowed to pass, even in these difficult times. Indo
nesia, in co-operation with UNICEF, has achieved
important breakthroughs. Consequently, infant mor
tality rates have been significantly reduced in In
donesia.
272. Last January my Government had the honour
to host at Jakarta, the Conference of the Ministers of
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ment. In our national development strategy, there
fore, we believe a two-pronged approach is essential.
First, a population-centred deveiopment policy is
necessary in which decisions are designed to encom
pass all aspects of the population problem; and,
s~condly, development-oriented population policies
should be formulated to stimulate and promote
development. It is important that we do not allow the
momentum generated at Mexico City to dissipate.
The recommendations for the fm1her implementa
tion of the World Population Pian of Action 13 and
the Mexico City Declaration on Population and
Development,13 adopted by the Conference, should
be vigorously implemented both for our mutual
benefit and m trust for the generations to come.
264. The outcome of the Fourth General Confer
ence of the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization, held at Vienna from 2 to 19 August,
fell far short of our expectations. The preamble to the
Conference's conclusions and recommendations, 14
describing the world economic situation and its
influence on the industrialization process in the
developing countries, failed to achieve consensus.
Likewise, two extremely important, indeed outstand
ing, issues-namely, the mobilization of financial
resources for industrial development and world in
dustrial restructuring and redeployment-embodied
in two draft resolutions,15 met with a similar fate.
These two issues will be taken up at this session of
the General Assembly. Indonesia still strongly be
lieves that the goals and targets set out in the Lima
Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Devel
opment and Co-operation16 and the New Delhi
Declar :)0 and Plan of Action on Industrialization
of Developing Countries and International Co-opera
tion for their Industrial Development17 are of critical
importance for the accelerated development of the
developing countries.
265. As a country actively engaged in national
development, Indonesia attaches the utmost impor
tance to the International Development Strategy for
the Third United Nations Development Decade
[resolution 35/56. annex]. Consequently, we voice
our deep concern over the crucial lack of political will
demonstrated at the meetings of the Committee on
the Review and Appraisal of the Implementation of
the International Development Strategy for the Third
United Nations Development Decade [see A/39/48
and Corr.] and 2]. To our regret, despite the unani
mous recognition of both the dismal performance in
the implementation of the International Develop
ment Strategy to date and its dire consequences for
the economies of the developing countries, those
States that could play a leading role in resolving the
situation seem to be at best indifferent. However, we
continue to believe in the validity and authenticity of
the goals, objectives and general orientation of the
Strategy. In its further implementation, the political
determination of the international community is
pivotal.
266. Another issue which deserves the urgent re
sponse of the international community is the critical
ly depressed economic situation in Africa caused by
the prolonged drought, rapidly expanding desertifica
tion and the severe global recession. We are deeply
disappointed that the second regular session of the
Economic and Social Council, held at Geneva from 4
to 27 July 1984, failed to reach consensus on the
desperate plight faced by millions of people in the
affected c~ilntries. This session of the General As-
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Information ofNon~AlignedCountries, which under- congratulate you on your election as Vice-President
scored the importance that Indonesia and all non- of the General Asse~bly. Ple~se co~vey to M~.
aligned countries attach to the often repeated ~oal of Lusaka our cong~atulatIonson hIS electIon as PreSI-
a new international information and communIcation dent of this seSSIon of the General Assembly. We
order. Indeed, the non-aligned countries pioneered wish him every success.
the in.iti!1tive of the new order, as we ha~e long b~en 278. I also wish to express our gratitude to the
the VIctIms o~ th~ unbal!1nced flow of mforma~IOn President of the thirty-eighth session of the Assem-
and, communIcatIOn.. WIth ~egard to the Untted bly, Mr. Jorge Illueca, President of th~ Republi,c of
NatIons, the DeclaratIon of the Jakarta C;onference Panama, for the outstanding way in whIch he gUIded
[see A~39/l39] ple~ged t~e full Co-opl~ratIon of.the the debates of that session.
non-alIgned countrIes wIth efforts by the Untted . .
Nations to provide technical assistance to the devel- 279. I also ~Ish. to pay trIbute to the .Sec~etaf)'-
oping countries, study the relevant policies and Gene.ral for hIs tIre~e~~ .efforts ~nq dedIcatIOn I~
activities of the United Nations and promote the ~eetmg the responsIbIlItIes of hIs Important pOS!-
rapid development of the new order. Indonesia tIOn.
remains convinced that the spirit of co-operation and 280. On behalf of the Govenlment and people of
the will to reach consensus, which have gradually Chile, I cordially welcome Brunei Darussalam, a new
increased over the past years, will hasten the advent Member State which recently joined the United
of the new international information and communi- Nations.
cation order. 281. Thirty-nine years have passed since. the San
273. As we approach the half-way mark of the Francisco Conference and four decades smce our
decade of the 1980s, mankind's vision of an interna- representatives met at Bretton Woods. We note with
tional order of greater security and stability, of larger sorrow that the great expectations which were born
prosperity and justice, appears as distant as ever. then are not reflected in today's world.
274. Heightened major-Power contention has exac- 282. The crisis in multilateralism is evident in all
erbated the unresolved flash-points of conflict and the fields of action of the international system.
violence in ma~y re~i~>ns <?ft~e world: The prolonged 283. States entrust their security to the creation of
world economIC CrISIS. wIth. ItS partIcularly adve!se steadily growing arsenals, together with their will to
effects on the developlOg. countrIes and the ~rowmg use them unilaterally instead of relying on the rule of
threat of an ever-~scalatlOg, arms ra~e contlOue to law which is suffering an alarming decline.
paralyse the collectIve capacIty of natIons to develop ,
the necessary consensus on concepts and policies to 284. The institutio~s which emerged from B!etton
meet the exigencies of our present predicament. Yet, Woods have been dIsplaced by events and, m the
when the need for a concerted approach in dealing most serious economic .crisis to a.f~ect the wo!ld
with our global problems ~s most urgently felt" we econo~y ~inc~ 1930, umlateral deCISIons, o~ whIch
instead witness an astonishlO~ retreat from multI1at- protectIO,nISm !S the most accentuated e~presslo~, ~re
eralism and a wilful weakenlOg of the mechanisms on~e agalO taklOg the place of co-operatIon and JOInt
and structures for international dialogue and co- actIon.
op~ration. What,is more, the United Nations" the 285. The concepts of integration have vanished.
unt~ersal. e:r:nbodu:~ent of ,the concept of J;l1ultI1at- International order appears to be in a ~recarious
eralIsm, IS lOcreasmgly bemg bypassed or Ignored. situation. A joint destiny appears not to eXIst for us.
275. My delegation fully a~rees with the Secretary- Peace has not established its authorit~ in the ~orld.
General that, at this critical Juncture in the life of the We are moving tow~rds th~ year 2900 m the mIdst of
Organization, the overriding need is for ,all.Member dangero~s ten~encles .whlch polOt to. chaos and
States to rededicate themselves to the prlOclples and anarchy m the lOternatIOnal system, whIch we must
purposes of the Charter of the United Nations by avoid.
making them the basis of their day-to-day relations 286. The long and distressing war between Iran and
between Governments and between peoples. Iraq, the guilty silence in the face of t~e tragedy of the
276. The impending fortieth anniversary of the Af&han people, the justified desperatIon of th~ Pa~es-
Organization provides us with a timely opportunity timan people, the dangerous and u!1sta~l~ sltuat~on
to renew our faith in the United Nations system as in the Middle East, and the economIC CflSIS affect109
the unique and indispensable forum for harmonizing the international community are only some of the
the interests and actions of nations in the realization manifestations of the deterioration of coexistence
of mankind's hopes for peace and equitable develop- that we are witnessing today.
ment for al!. Beyond this a9t of rededication, how- 287. Compounding this state of affairs, which is
ever, ther~ IS also an und~nlable n.eed to strength~n serious enough in itself, is the incapacity of the
the ~apaclty of. the ,Umted NatIOns to fulfil ItS United Nations to act and create a clImate of
functIo~s.as outhne~ ~n the ~harter and to en~ance minimum consensus suggestin~ some real and just
the valIdIty anq ?tI1~ty of ItS organs. Only I~ all solutions. All of us are responSIble for this situatIOn,
Member States Jom m thIS effort, through actIons some for excessive politicization in our debates and
rather than v\'ords, throu~ concrete proposals for others for believing that, to resolve it, a solution must
refor~ ra~her t~an r~etoflc, can we ensure th~t t~e be sought outside the institutions we created precise-
OrgamzatIon WIll agam resu~e the role for WhICh It ly to deal with the type of difficulties we face today.
was cre~ted.: a central and solId fra~~work .for a ne':V Instead of seeking a solution to these mistaken
and reVItalIzed world. order. Thus hS fortIeth anm- tendencies, new steps are taken, actions which disre-
versary .commemoratIon may yet become a true gard all the accumulated experience of the existing
celebratIOn. organizations. These new measures prove to be
277. Mr. del VALLE ALLIENDE (Chile) (interpre- failures within a short time since the rOOl of the
tationfrom Spanish): Sir, it gives me great pleasure to problem is the lack of political will to apply them,
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288. A dangerous feeling of disenchantment with 298. The high interest rates and the stiffening of the
the United Nations and discouragement because of financial terms for credit have produced a substantial
the impotence of international organizations invade change in the nature of the debt previously contract-
our peoples. They see no signs of definitive contribu- ed, resulting in a decapitalization process in Latin
tions to ensuring peace. America which threatens our development and pro-
289. We must recognize the fact that there is a gress.
reason for this feeling of discouragement. Through 299. In order for Latin America to continue to
our speeches, through our agreements and resolu- honour its commitments it must, through intema-
tions, we have been creating an imaginary world of tional co-operation, find solutions that res~ect the
solutions which have nothing to do with the torrent interests of all and prevent the responsibIlity for
of actions which reality precipitates around us. solving the crisis from falling back solely upon the
290. Peace is spoken of, but there is no action to peoples of Latin America. In this regard, internation-
bring it about; the law is mentioned as the basis for al trade represents an irreplaceable element. The
our coexistence, but it is not upheld in action; the reiterated manifestations of protectionism which
principle of non-intervention is proclaimed, but in have occurred in the industrial nations constitute a
practice there is outright intervention; we mention grave threat which not only conspires against the
the word progress, but we do not create international recovery of the international economy but also
conditions conducive to attaining that goal; we adversely affects harmony among peoples.
emphasize international co-operation in words while 300. There is little room for optimism in view of
we observe clear demonstrations of the fact that it is these realities. The signs we perceive in the world
entering a twilight period. panorama are rather pessimistic. However, we want
291. In this general debate we have the ubligation to overcome this state of affairs. We trust that
to reflect on this failure and to ask ourselves some rationality will finally prevail for the good for all.
questions. Are the principles of the Charter of the 30I. In addition, we believe that to surmount the
United Nations no longer applicable? Can we obtain present difficulties we must act with objectivity and
peace without universal respect for them? Jdraw inspiration from the great principles contained
292. My Government is convinced that the prob- in the Charter of the United Nations, as noted by the
lem lies not in the field of principles but in the Secretary-General in his report on the work of the
political incapacity to give them meaning and in the Organization [A/39/1].
poor use made of the possibilities which the United
Nations system offers. The problem is the lack of 302. In this hour of international uncertainty, my
political will and appropriate conduct to implement Government reiterates its unreserved support for
the possibilities offered us by the Charter. these fundamental principles and calls upon all to
293. I mentioned earlier that the deterioration of join in defining the routes which could bring us closer
international co-operation was a symptom of the to a renewed role for multilateral diplomacy and for
current situation, a grave process in the face of the the United Nations. In this regard, I wish to express
accentuated turbulence obs(~rved in the world econo- my country's support for some measures which I

consider are inspired by the principles contained in
~l4. The 1980-1983 recession has been the most the Charter, such as the continuing activities of the

Secretary-General on behalf of peace and, more
protracted and perhaps the most profound of the last particularly, his action with regard to the conflicts
50 years. Trade and international finance have ft!· hP' G If. th M'ddl E C
undergone tremendous pressures. Signs of recovery a ectIng t e ersaan u, e least, yprus,

Afghanistan and Kampuchea. These are actIvities
are now being noted in the economies of the industri- which my country considers of outstanding impor-
al nations. However, the lack of international co- tance and which it supports.
operation not merely hinders the extension of this
recovery to the developin$ nations, but contributes to 303. In this connection, my country wishes to refer
the persistence of the CriSIS among them with serious to some aspects of the international panorama which
implications for their social and political stability. cause concern to the international community and
295. This situation has particularly affected Latin are of particular concern to Chile.
America. The crisis in our region is to be seen in the 304. As an active and long-standing member of the
contraction of productive capacity, in the deteriora- United Nations Council for Namibia, we see with
tion of the terms of trade, in the enormous increase some uneasiness the perpetuation a situation which
in unemployment, in the squandering of the region's the entire international community, without excep-
economic notential, in the inflationary tendencies tion, has condemned. Again we associate ourselves
which have spread in some countries and in the net with those who call for the implementation of
decline in the inflow of capital. Security Council resolution 435 (1978).
296. Nevertheless, the symptom and the cause 305. In the Middle East, it is essential to promote
which contributed to provoking the crisis are em- realistic initiatives for peace. In order to create an
bc-died in the overwhelming foreign debt affecting atmosphere conducive to a resolution of the problem,
Hi'; greater part of the region. it is necessary to take a realistic and moderate
297. The Latin American countries have made an approach, discarding heightened rhetoric. Chile
enormous readjustment effort to overcome the crisis. maintains that it is essential to reco$nize the right of
They have assumed, at great sacrifice to their peo- all States in the re~ion to exist WIthin secure and
pies, their responsibility to initiate a process of recognized borders; It is lessential to make the right of
economic recovery. But external factors predominate the Palestinian people to self-determination effective,
in the crisis, imposing impossible constraints on their including the right to establish a State, and, in
efforts to overcome the economic situation in which accordance with Security Council resolution 242
they find themselves. We are limited by factors that (1967), it is essential to ensure that Israel withdraw
are beyond our control. from the occupied territories.
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306. The conflict amicting the Middle East is c,f imperative of peace, something never refuted by the
special concern and grief to my country. The friendly fs,cts, will once again prevail among us. The people
relations existing between my Government and the and the Governments of Chile and Argentina share
States of that region are not the only link that keeps this sentiment of brotherhood very profoundly. At
us close. We are also bound, with a special feeling of the current concluding stage of papal mediation, it is
affection, to the numerous children of the Jewish and now for us to develop and safeguard this general
Arab peoples who, having established themselves in pacifist conviction, which is so deeply rooted on both
my country, have come to form part of Chilean sides of the Andes and which is the fruit of a glorious
society and have enriched it with their \~ulture, shared history. Two neighbouring nations, possessing
traditions and enthusiastic contribution to the na- one of the longest frontiers in the world, have not had
tion's development. a war in 170 years. Is this not a living example of the
307. The cases of Afghanistan and Kampuchea f~ct t~at peace i~ .~ ~atter of political will and
constitute painful examples of the arbitrary use of hlstoflcal respons,blhty.
force and failure to recognize the political mdepen- 312. Ifwe wish the actions of the United Nations to
dence of those two nations. We join in the interna- be of assistance in strengthening universal peace, we
tional community's condemnation of the violation of must concern ourselves with guaranteeing within the
the essential rights of those peoples and the resulting Or~anization the full applicability of the principle of
mockery of express provisions of the Charter of the unIversality. Therefore, in conformity with the Char-
United Nations. The violations are all the more ter, we beheve that all countries that wish to partici-
serious in that attempts are being made to transform pate in the General Assembly should be able to do so.
them into faits accomplis and irreversible situations. We hope ~hat in the near future both Koreas will be
308. Those of us who firmly believe in the freedom presen~ in thi~ Hall as full Members.. We also
of man, in respect for the sovereignty of natiuns and champlo~ a. .dialogue. between ~hose n~hons, ~ree
in independence, equality and the self-determination from for~lgn mter.vent~on, !hat Will permit res~lutlon
of peoples have the duty to denounce the persistent of the dlf~cul! sltuahon m. the Kore~m penmsula,
violation of those ri~hts with a firmness arising from thus contrtbuttng to peace m the regIOn.
a conviction of theIr inherent validity and to con- 313. Chile, an Antarctic country, exercises sover-
demn the flagrant aggression to which those peoples eignty over .part of that territory by virtue of legal and
have been subjected. We must unite our efforts to historical titles, geographical proximity and the long-
prevent an unacceptable increase of these imperialis- standing presence and activities of its people. We
tic actions. Chile reiterates once again its unlimited view with special concern diverse measures tending
support for those nations in their effort to establish to weaken the Antarctic Treaty.2o This instrument
full sovereignty and calls for the immediate with- has proved in the course of its implementation to be
drawal of the occupation forces. one of the most effective multilateral agreements
309. Central America is another region where the ever reached. Th~ Treaty an~ the system it generate~
principle of non-intervention is openly breached. We have made possible t.he ~amtenance of that conh-
are witnesses to a drama which feels to us as if it were nent as the only on~ that IS. free of n':lcle~r arms and
our own, since it involves sister nations with which w~ere peace, ('~?loglcal punty.and sCientific ,co-oper-
Chile is proud to have had a long tradition of abon among different countnes can prevail.
friendship. We deplore the fact that that noble 314. Initiatives which could lead to the dismantling
principle of the Charter is ignored by those who of the Antarctic system would constitute a disastrous
support actions and ideologies which an extra-conti- precedent for the United Nations, one which would
nental Power is seeking to introduce into our hemi- open the doors to penetration of the region by
sphere against the wishes of the inhabitants. For that ideological, political, economic and military disputes
reason we have expressed our determined support for which now cast so many shadows over the future of
the efforts of the Contadora Group, an mitiative mankind. My Government is convinced that the
which we are certain will find the formula for Antarctic Treaty itself and its complementary con-
preserving the values of peace, freedom and human ventions possess sufficient amplitude, flexibility and
dignity for the region. openness to allow for adequate improvement of its
310. The peaceful settlement of disputes is another performance.
basic prinCiple. Justice and law are the only means 315. Everything relating to nuclear weapons and
available to the international community for adopt- tests is of serious concern to my country. We belong
ing just, equitable and honourable solutions for the to a region which has lived free from the scourge of
parties involved when international conflicts arise. It atomic weapons and the danger of nuclear stockpiles.
IS in that sense that we look forward to the success of We wish to maintain this situation, which is in
the negotiating effort entrusted to the Secretary-Gen- keeping with our peaceful objectives and which
eral in regard to the South Atlantic conflict between serves to obviate the need for tests of that kind. For
the Argentine Republic and the United Kingdom. that reason we reiterate here the declarations we
311. Also in connection with our concern for peace, made in. February and Jvfarch of 1984, toget~er w!th
we wish to create with our neighbour and sister Co~ombla, Ecuador and .Peru, member countn~s \ylth
republic, Argentina, all the conditions that will Chtie of the South PaCific Permanent CommiSSion.
permit us to live in peace, while developing and 316. Turning to other matters, my country attaches
expanding our respective potentials. Impelled by equally outstanding importance to the treatment of
Chile's traditional devotion to law and justice, we terrorism, a scourge of this era, which gravely
had recourse to the mediation of Pope John Paul 11 endangers the lives and security of individuals,
to obtain a final solution to our southern dispute. reaping a growing toll of innocent victims, flagrantly
With the aid of the Holy Father, we have made violating the most fundamental human rights and
Jlilportant progress towards the happy termination of threatening the internal peace of States. It is the
those differences. I am confident that the historical inescapable duty of the Members of the United
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Nations to lend their firmest support to all interna
tionally agreed measures which seek effectively to
counteract this despicable and criminal method of
warfare and to prevent the propagation or facilita
tion, from within their own borders, of terrorist
activities in other regions. Those who commit or
support the commission of such criminal acts deserve
exemplary punishment. We believe that international
condemnation of terrorism must be absolute and
punishment universal. Equivocal positions support
and stimulate violence. Terrorism IS terrorism; there
is no distinction and there are no extenuating
circumstances. It is a criminal and mad device that
makes use of the lowest instincts of man.
317. In this regard I cannot fail to mention the
despicable crime against humanity committed at the
United States Embassy in Beirut.
318. We reiterate that each country has the sover
eign right to enact the legislation it deems most
suitable for protecting its people against this threat.
At the same time, we maintain that the community
of States has the right and the duty to promulgate
international norms to facilitate the eradication of
this scourge and the punishment of the guilty.
319. Having reviewed the principles which inspire
and shape Chile's activities in the international field
as well as the problems of the world community and
of our region which are of particular concern to us, I
should like to say a few words about the constitution
al situation in my country.
320. The Chilean Government is committed to a
clear and definitive process of democratic consolida
tion. The different steps to be taken are provided for
in the existing political Constitution, which was
approved by a great majority of the Chilean people
and came into effect on 11 M~lfch 1981. Our goal
could be no other, because devotion to the rule of law
and to democracy constitute an essential ingredient
in the character of Chile and the Chilean tradition.
That democr~tic system of government, which we
must endeavour to improve and strengthen in the
light of the needs and threats of the modem world, is
firmly rooted in the soul of all Chileans-our armed
forces, our workers and intellectuals, and the young
people who will constitute the nation of tomorrow.
321. We are constantly receiving messages express
ing anxiety for Ch;,f.e to accelerate its process of
institutional evolut~on. Those who offer us such
counsel forget that Chilean democracy, a model in
America, was destroyed by totalitarian forces which
took advantage of precisely those characteristics
which are today debilitating the Western world.
Experience has demonstr,ated to us how defenceless
democracy can be if those w'1o do not believe in it
and are prepared to undermine it by their every
action are permitted to operate freely from within.
322. We do not want this to occur again. That is
why we are taking a gradual, firm and sure path in a
process which we consider the most suitable for the
consolidation of a democracy properly. protected
from those disruptive agents which acted in the past.
We do not wish to repeat the experiences of other
countries which in their haste failed to ensure solid
foundations for the system they desired and ended up
with an ephemeral dream. That is not the fate we
wish for our country. The Chil~an approach has been
determined by the Chilean people and therefore
constitutes the only prerequisite which the Govern-
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ment has to fulfil in order to attain solid and
permanent results.
323. Clear manifestations of our progress are the
press freedom that exists in the country, the organiza
tion of labour and its active participation in national
affairs and the forthcoming promulgation of political
laws which will consolidate this process.
324. On behalf of the Government and people of
Chile, I ask this world Assembly for the respect
merited by the process which our people, pursuant to
their sovereign right, freely chose to adopt in order to
establish a renewed, modern democracy, a democra
cy which is not an empty word but a real element in
the preservation of our national identity, thus con
tributing to international peace and security.
325. Mr. POOS (Luxembourg) (interpretation from
French): I should like first to congratulate Mr. Paul
Lusaka most warml)' on his election as President of
the thirty-ninth seSSIon of the General Assembly. His
profound knowledge of the workin$s of this world
Organization will, I am sure, exerCIse a favourable
influence on our debates and improve their effective..
ness. The presence at the head of this Assembly of an
eminent African personality will serve to focus our
attention on the critical economic situation facing
many countries of Africa following the droughts and
other natural disasters which have afflicted the
continent over the last few years, and will also
underline the urgent need for the international
community to provide assistance based on streugth
and solidarity.
326. It is a pleasure for me to reaffirm once again
our confidence in the Secretary-General, whose dis
creet and persevering efforts to bring about reconcili
ation at the international level deserve admiration,
recognition and gratitude. At a time when the
satisfactory settlement of conflicts and critical situa..
tions is encountering growing difficulties in the
international forums created especially to resolve
them, the initiatives of the Secretary..General when it
is a question of bringing parties clolier together and
creatmg a climate of understanding between them
assume major importance. This action inevitably and
necessarily rules out the publicity which accompanies
public debate. Thus I feel it is essential to encourage
the Secretary-General to continue unswervingly
along the path he has followed since he has been at
the head of this Organization. I should like to
congratulate him on the commitment he has ob
tained from Iraq and Iran to cease attacks on purely
civilian targets, a commitmf.Jnt which is apparently
being respected. I hope that the new efforts which the
Secretary-General has undertaken this summer to
solve the problem of Cyprus will soon bear fruit, and
I make an urgent appeal to the two communities of
the island to co-operate faithfully with him.
327. i should like to address a warm welcome to the
delegation of Brunei Darussalam, which has just
joined the United Nations.
328. The balance sheet of the international situa
tion, which we review here each year at the beginning
of the General Assembly session, once again hardly
g~ves grounds for euphoria or optimism.
329. Military confrontations, open or covert con..
flicts and the critical tensions that have affected
various regions of our planet for years, and in some
cases for many years, persist, frequently with in..
creased savagery. The use of force. and the threat of
the use of force are increasing.
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continued sophistication through scientific and tech
nological progress. Our planet is being transformed
into a more and more dangerous powder keg. The
extension of the arms race to outer space gives it a
new dimension with unforeseeable consequences.
340. This development is increasing the threat of a
general conflagration, since it multiplies the possibili
ty of miscalculat'on in the assessment of each other's
intentions. It makes it more and more unlikely that
possible monitoring measures will succeed. It takes
away from civilian use the vast human, economic
and financial resources invested in the military
effort, resources whose absence is doubly felt in this
period of economic recession.
341. For these diverse reasons my count.ry has
always encouraged, and it continues to support,
efforts to re-establish confidence in intemational
relations and to reduce the level of armaments to
more reasonable proportions-that is, compatible
with the real defence needs of everyone.
342. That is why we placed great hopes on the
opening of negotiations on strategic weapons as well
as those concerning intermediate-range missiles. The
halt of negotiations between the United States and
the Soviet Union on missiles in Europe is a reverse
all the more troublesome because the difficulties
facing those two Powers in beginning negotiations on
the use of outer space for military purposes shows
how essential it is te Joosen the deadlock and to
resume at this level a dialogue which has been
interrupted. Such a resumption is indispensable, as
what is at stake is of vital interest to the whole world.
343. In this respect we share the opinion of the
Secretary-General when he declares that any effort
whether bilateral or multilateral-whose final goal is
to prevent an arms race in space should be encour
aged. The dialogue should be resumed without pre
conditions, as any defa' -, "r even delay might result
in a new escalation.
344. Apart from its harmful effects on international
security and the safeguarding of peace, the arms race
involves a huge waste of material resources whose
release would benefit economic development general
ly and that of the developing ~ )untries in particular.
345. The maintenance of pe.Jce also depends on
success in the struggle against underdevelopment and
can be soundly based only on a more just and better
balanced economic and social order.
346. The North-South dialogue on international
economic co-operation for development, which once
aroused so much hope, has been marking tittle for
some years. Despite serious appeals repeated on all
sides and despite continued informal consultations,
the polit~cal will is lacking when it is a question of
beginning effective global negotiations on the basis
laid down at the International Meeting on Co-opera
tion and Development, held at Cancun in 1981.
There is no deal' prospect of their beginning as yet.
However, immediate steps are urgently required, as
the economic recession has already produced partIcu
larly harmful effects in the developing countries,
whose per capita income has been falling for a
number of years.
347. Moreover, the prospects for the immediate
future are not rosy. There is little likelihood of ~
strengthening of commodity prices and a return hJ
growth in international trade in general. Sources of
finance are drying up because of the unprecedented
size of the international debt, extreme austerity
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330. In many countries the most elementary human
rights, which have long been clearly defined in
universally recognized international instruments,
continue to be ignored or even flouted with inpunity.
331. Despite some encouraging signs, the economic
recovery remains uncertain. Monetary disorder, the
financial crisis and, in particular, international in
debtedness are worsening. As usual, the most im
poverished countries are the worst affected.
332. The bodies whose mandate it is to ensure that
the principles of the Charter of the United Nations
are respected and that its purposes are achieved seem
incapable of halting this trend and shouldering their
responsibilities. Confronted with a worsening situa
tion, hope is giving way to disenchantment and
public opinion is beginning to ask questions about
the meaning and reality of our efforts.
333. The time has therefore come for Governments
to react by improving our working methods as
appropriate, concentrating attention as much as
possible on the essentials and carefully studying
practical measures to put an end to our difficulties,
particularly by showing foresight and political will.
334. Two days ago my Irish colleague, Mr. Barry,
informed the Assembly [6th meetinf] of the joint
position adopted by the members 0 the European
Community with regard to the range of difficulties in
international relations. I should like to devote my
own comments to those difficulties which I believe
deserve particular attention.
335. First, I cannot conceal my concern at the
worsening climate of East-West relations, which has
been seen particularly in the recent controversy
between the two super-Powers. If on the onc hand
there have been some regrettable remarks or the use
of language that is sometimes a little too strong for
our taste, on the other we have encountered a stream
of offensive historic comparisons, unfounded accusa
tions, false insinuations and even appeals to hatred.
336. We hope that the statement to the General
Assembly by the President of the United States [4th
meeting] and the contllr.ts in the past few days
between the delegations v' :he two super-Powers will
mark a turn for the better in this regard.
337. Indeed, it is high time we returned to more
moderate language and respected the basic principles
contained in the Nixon-Brezhnev declaratIOn of 29
May 1972. That important document does not
provide simply for the "recognition of the security
mterests of the parties based on the principle of
equality" but attaches equal importance to the
"renunciation of the use or threat of force" and of
"efforts to obtain unilateral advantage at the expense
of the other, direl:t!y or indirectly"; it includes the
commitment of the parties "to do everything in their
power so that conflicts or situations will not arise
which would serve to increase international ten
sions", as well as the promise to "always exercise
restraint".21
338. Only respect for those principles can lead to
the re-e:stablishment of a better climate and to the
success of the current negotiations or those to come.
339. However. then~ must be rapid progress on
disarmament. which has for so long occupied an
important place in the General Assembly's work.
ThIS prohlem is rightly still the suhject of the anxious
concern uf all mankind. for the arms race has
acceleratl:J Ir1 a worrying \\-dY with the accumulation
of unprl'~:cdcntcd stockpiles of weapons ~"d their



measure~ are blocking recovery and protectionism is
reappearing. All these factors together will, by the
force of events, slow down the return of economic
growth on the world scale, if we do not succeed in
reversing this trend.
348. It is only by becoming aware of the interde
pendence between industrialized countries and de
veloping countries that we have a chance together, in
solidarity with one another, to start a constructive
dialogue by agreeing on concrete measures, formu
lated in realistic terms, aimed at promoting a return
to growth.
349. In this respect, I share the view of my eminent
Fr~nch colleague, Mr. Claude Cheysson, who some
time ago proposed a "planetary New Deal". He said:

"It is a planetary New Deal that should be talked
about today, the granting of the right to develop
ment, to consumption, for hundreds of millions of
people. Have we forgotten that our prosperity in
the 1950s and 1960s was possible only because
earlier the less-advanced sectors of industrialized
societies had gained access to consumer and leisure
markets as a consequence of bold social measures
adopted before and immediately after the war: in
the United States, thanks to the New Deal; in
England, following the policy set out by Beveridge;
and in France, by the reforms of 1936 and those
following the liberation? A voluntarist policy must
permit this same progress at the world level in the
years to come."

350. If we are faced with a crisis today, it is due in
large measure to the fact that the economic machine
is blocked owing to inequality in the distribution of
revenues at the world level: on the one hand, there
are countries which have a powerful industrial base
but lack outlets; on the other hand, there are very
many nations lacking in purchasing power.
351. External aid, however, can reactivate the econ
omy in the third world only if it is synchronized
judiciousl~' with appropriate internal policies. The
cons~quences of international monetary and eco
nomic disorder are too grave not to impose urgently
on the internatioTldl community the obligation to
work in common with foresight to restore order
under the auspices of the United Nations.
352. But the objectives ofttIe Charter of the United
Nations will not be realized and the mission of the
Organization will not be accomplished unless the
safeguarding of peace and economic development are
matched everywhere with effective respect of human
rights and fundamental freedoms in accordance with
the expressed provisions of the Universal Declara
tion of Human Rights and later conventions con
nected with it.
353. Unfortunately, there is ever more frequent
confirmation that in various parts of the world
flagrant violations of those international covenants
are being committed almost daily: racial discrimina
tion, arbitrary arrests, improper detentions, particu
larly in psychiatric hospitals, torture, inhuman and
degrading treatment, and limitations. on the free
movement of people are current practices in many
countries and are offences to human dignity.
354. The new Government of Luxembourg formed
after the legislative elections of 17 June 1984 will
adopt a particularly firm and steadfast position in
this area. It will never hesitate to stigmatize such acts
and condemn them unreservedly, whatever the coun
try in which they occur and under whatever pretext
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they are resorted to, for there is no doubt that all
violations of human rights go beyond the framework
of exclusive national competence.
355. We will not accept either the argument that the
respect of economic rights makes it possible to sid.··
step "with an ironic smile" any criticism on tile
subject of respect for political fights.
356. For our part, we adhere firmly to General
Assembly resolution 37/200, which states, in para
graph I:

"that all human rights and fundamental freedoms
are indivisible and interrelated and that the pro
motion and protection of one category of rights
should never exempt or excuse States from the
promotion and protection of the others".

357. The impartial and persistent efforts of Amnes
ty International over the years to make international
public opinion aware of the violations of human
rights deserve praise and encouragement. The Hu
man Rights Committee, for its part, whose mission is
to follow the obligations assumed by Member States,
would benefit from bringing its investigation to bear
on specific consideration of the individual cases
before it rather than on a general analysis of the
constitutional rules and laws in force, whose scope
frequently remains theoretical.
358. The preparation by the Commission on Hu
man Rights of a draft convention against torture and
other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment22 will make it possible, we hope, to
expand usefully the framework of the conventional
provisions applicable in this area. But it is essential
that articles 19 and 20 of the draft, relating ~·.O the
submi5sion and consideration of reports by States
and to the establishment of an arrangement for
investigations, are an integral part of the system for
the mandatory implementation of the convention, to
be applied to all States which adhere to it.
359. We condemn and reject once again most
categorically the policy of apartheid pursued by
South Africa, which should put an end to it once and
for all by establi~iling a democratic society in which
the fundamental freedoms and political fights of all
citizens are respected. In addition, South Africa
should stop blocking Namibia's accession to indepen
dence by complying with Security Council resolution
435 (1978).
360. When mentioning the problem of human
rights, I cannot pass over in silence the concerns
mingled with hope and sympathy which we feel given
the development of the situation in Poland, where we
welcome the measures of amnesty in favour of
political prisoners. We hope that the authorities will
enter into a sincere and genuine dialogue with the
organizations representing the labour movement,
which would be a first step towards genuine national
reconciliation.
361. An undeniable assault on human rights and on
the right of peoples to self-determination is, unfor
tuntely, lingering stubbornly in Afghanistan. The
Soviet military intervention which has continued
over the past four and a half years is growing in
savagery following an increase ID methods used to
put an end to popular resistance, particularly by high
altitude bombing. The outside world cannot stifle its
condemnation in the light of such a merciless escala
tion. A peaceful settlement in keeping with the
various resolutions adopted over the last few years by
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Mr. Moushoutas (Cyprus). Vice-President. took the
Chair.
373. We are pleased at this, but we realize at the
same time that while the debate has gained in depth
and intensity it has also become more complex,
because the immediate concerns and the objectiv~s of
the various participants are not always the same,
while the political regimes and the economic and
social conditions in those countries have become
markedly different.
374. Furthermore, the results achieved have not
matched the immense hopes which the peoples
represented at San Francisco placed in the Charter of
the Unhed Nations, which, of course, presupposed
the active co-operation of each Member State in the
attainment of common objectives. The proper appli
cation of the Charter entails if not perfect under
standing at least a sincere desire on the part of the
permanent members of the Security CQuncil to seek
co-operation through the world Organization. This is
not, however, the case at present. The relations
between the two super-Powers are going through a
difficult period and have practically reached dead
lock. We can only regret this and hope that the
dialogue between them will be resumed as speedily as
possible and that mutual distrust can be dissipated.
Only thus can the safeguarding of peace and the
expansion of co-operation-in other words, the suc
cess of our common enterprise-be achieved.
375. Mr. ALDALI (Democratic Yemen) (interpreta·
lion from Arabic): It gives me great pleasure to
congratulate Mr. Lusaka on his election to the
presidency of the General Assembly at its thirty
ninth session, which is being held in extremely
complex and delicate international conditions. To
tackle these questions he will need the great wisdom
and experience that he has displayed in other posi·
tions he has occupied within the framework of the
United Nations, when he successfully shouldered the
enormous responsibilities they entailed. His election
is a clear expression of the respect the international
community has for his country.
376. It also gives me pleasure to pay a tribute to Mr.
Illueca, the President of Panama, for his unstinting
efforts during his presidency of the thirty-eighth
session of the General Assembly, guiding the work of
that session with great competence.
377. I cannot fail to express my delegation's appre
ciation of the active role played by the Secretary
General in the efforts to improve the effectiveness of
the Or~a:nization and in easing international tensions
and brmging about international peace and secu.rity.
378. We are happy to welcome to our ranks a new
Member, Brunei Darussalam, which can now make
its contribution to the achievement of the noble aims
we all share.
379. We are all aware that the international situa
tion is ~oing through a grave period as a result of the
aggressIve policy pursued by world imperialists, in
particular the United States. We have recently seen
an escalation of the arms race and an exacerbation of
international tensions, the flexing of muscles and
violations of the sovereignty of States and of their
right to independence and to choose their own path
of development.
380. The United States invaded Grenada, has con·
spired and committed acts of aggression against
Nicaragua and has exacerbated the situation in the
Middle East.

the General Assembly is the sole admissible and
honourable way out of the present deadlock.
362. The same applies to Cambodia.
363. There are also manifold reasons for disquiet
with regard to the ongoing war between Iraq and
Iran, which has reached a new level with attacks
against shipping in the Gulf. This escalation is likely
to drag into that conflict States which have so far
remained on the sidelines. Although the attempts at
mediation have not yet met with success, efforts
should be redoubled to calm passions, unblock the
situation, put an end to this biocdy struggie and halt
the sufferings of the two peoples by respecting their
legitimate reciprocal interests.
364. During the past year violence has continued to
claim many innocent victims in Lebanon. The exam
ple of that country shows once again that the use of
force creates more difficulties than it solves.
365. Even if complete calm does not yet reign in
Lebanon, we can be pleased with the progress which
has been made towards national reconciliation and
which deserves our total encouragement.
366. It is important that the international commu
nity now redouble its efforts so that Lebanon's
sovereignty, territorial integrity, independence and
unity be restored and respected and that there be a
withdrawal of Israeli and all other foreign forces
whose presence is not desired by the Government of
Lebanon.
367. To achieve a comprehensive settlement in the
Near East, we must necessarily take into account the
various basic facts that have long been known. They
have not chan~ed. Such a settlement can be envis
aged only prOVIded that it inclp1es recognition of the
right of each State, including Lebanon and Israel, to
live in security within safe, recognized and guaran
teed borders, together with the right of the Palestin
ian people to self-determination with all that that
implies. The multiplication in the area, particularly
in the occupied territories, offaits accomplis contrary
to international law will only delay and further
complicate the development of a viable solution. All
those directly concerned should, willy-nilly, consent
to meeting around the negotiating table.
368. J,atin America offers both cause for great
concern and grounds for hope.
369. We can only energetically condemn the bloody
repression of peaceful demonstrations that has just
taken place once again in Chile.
370. We have noted with satisfaction, in other
countries, a gradual return towards democracy and,
at least in Colombia, a movement towards the
settlement of domestic disputes by peaceful means.
We very much hope that those examples wil! be
studied elsewhere and that in Central America in
particular the efforts of the Contadora Group will
meet with success.
371. The comment that I made earlier in connec
tion with the need simultaneously to respect all
categories of human rights applies particularly with
reference to Latin America.
372. Next year the United Nations will celebrate
the fortieth anniversary of its establishment. During
this period the international community has under
gone profound changes: it ha" been enlarged consid
erably following the accession to independence of a
large number of States which were formerly colonial
Territories.
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381. The arms race has become the major concern latest of which concerned the draft resolution on
of all the peoples and Governments of the world, and Israeli practices in southern Lebanon. tO

everyone is aware of the grave consequences of a 386. The international community is well aware
nuclear catastrophe. On the arms race alone, millions that the Palestinian question is the core of the
of dollars are wasted annually, at a time when conflict in the Middle East; without a just and
millions of people are suffering or even dying of comprehensive solution to it, the explosive situation
hunger in the developing world. Yet the danger of a in that region will continue to threaten international
nuclear catastrophe hangs over all of us in view of the peace and security. We cannot ima.gine any sol~t!on
continual deterioration of the international situation to this problem that does not entad full recogmtlon
and the dangerous doctrines and concepts of nuclear of the PLO as the sole, legitimate representative of
deterrence, ·of a "limited nuclear war" and of the the Palestinian people and ensure the complete
achieveme7 .,:. of military superiority, especially nucle- withdrawal of all Israeli forces from the occupied
ar superiority~ as well as other doctrine~ that a~m Arab territories. Furthermore, the inalienable rights
only at escalatmg the arms race and proclaIm a pohcJ' of the Palestinian people must be reco~nized, includ-
of confrontation, the exacerbatio:Q of international ing its right to return, to self-determ1Oation and to
tensions and the frustration of peaceful initiatives establish its own independent State on its national
aimed at a practical and well-considered strategy for territory.
achieving general and complete disarmament. 387. United Nations resolutions and honest efforts
382. Obstruction of the work of the Conference on made by other parties in this respect all evolved
Disarmament on various pretexts and justifications within this framework. It has become absolutely clear
and suspension of negotiations between the Soviet that partial and individual solutions lead only to a
Union and the United States on the subject of the dead end and inevitable failure. The United Nations
Treaty on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms has called for an international peace conference, and
(SALT 11 Treaty) cannot lead to the concrete and the Soviet Union has also recently put forward new,
positive results which we all hope for. Adventurism positive proposals on a Middle East settlement
in this area threatens all mankind with annihilation. fA/39/368]. We see in this a chance to find a solution
We cannot but welcome the constructive initiatives and avoid deterioration and deadlock in the Middle
and proposals put forward by the Soviet Union and East. This can be achieved only by means of an
other socialist countries in order to curb the arms international peace conference within the framework
race, as well as the efforts exerted by other countries of the United Nations, with the participation, on an
with the aim of eliminating once and for all the equal footing, of all the parties concerned, including
spectre of war and promoting international peace. It the PLO, in accordance with United Nations resolu-
is our common responsibility to safeguard interna- tions, objectives and principles.
tional peace, promote international co-operation and 388. The objection of the United States to such a
eliminate hotbeds of tension. conference does not surprise us. It confirms the real
383. In the Middle East, as you know, the question intentions and aims of United States policy, which
of Palestine continues to pose a serious threat and will only result in increasing tension and exacerbat-
stir the conscience of the world. Despite United ing the situation. The United Nations must shoulder
Nations resolutions and efforts at all levels, Israel its responsibilities fully and make every possible
persists in its ag~ressive racist and expansionist effort to ensure the implementation of its resolutions.
policies in Palest10ian and other occupied Arab Co f PI' . . I
territories, continuing the annexation and expropria- 389. The reinlorcement 0 a estlman nabona
tion of land, implantin~ settlements, resorting to unity within the framework of a unified and strong
policies of repression, intImidation and dispersion of PLO, as the sole, le~itimate representative of the
the combatant Palestinian people, occupying and Palestinian people, IS at this stage an essential
dividing southern Lebanon and preventing it from element in the concerted efforts to find a solution to

. 1 h' 11 . the Middle East problem and in the stru~le of the
regaining its legitimate natlOna aut onty over a ItS Palestinians for the recognition of their 10alienable
territory. national rights to return, to self-determination and to
384. The Zionists could not have been successful in establish their national State on their national soil.
achieving their aims and plans without the unlimited 390. To this end, Democratic Yemen has J'oined in
support and assistance continually provided by the
United SWtes, which is reinforcing its strategic concerted efforts to bring 3.bout a comprehensive

. I 1 h d f .t dialogue among Palestinians that would reinforce
alliance with Israel, open1Og to srae t e oors 0 1 S national Palestinian unity within the framework of
sophisticated military arsenal, showering it with Co

financial, diplomatic and political aid, while threat- the PLO and open up wider horizons lor the
ening States and international organizations that Palestinian stru~le and the solidarity of the interna-

. h I 1 .. . h tional commumty with the Palestin:~lDs. We hope
break relations WIt srae, us10g Its veto m t e that these efforts with our brethren and friends will
Security Council and employing other means of
helping Israel to continue its occupation and carry be crowned with success.
out its aggressive policies, as well as to flout United 391. In Democratic Yemen we are not remote from
Nations resolutions and international rules of con- the plans and conspiracies that threa.ten progressive
duct. . national regimes. In the Indian Oce~m the imperialist
385. It is a matter of serious concern to us that the military presence is reinforced. This makes It essen..
United States, a permanent member of the Security tial to hold the Conference on the Indian Ocean in
Council, has abused the right of veto in such a way in the first half of next year at the latest
the last few years that it has become an obstacle to 392. Recently there have been mine explosions in
the f111filment of the responsibility of the Council to the Red Sea, near our territorial waters. This causes
maintain international peace and security. It has also more concern and tension and threatens the safety,

: ! compromised the rights of independent States and security, stability and sovereignty of the States of the

,,~~~,,~::les.Thi~•.h:S,h:~.pened on many occasions, the region. We have clearly stated our position an""d"::;':!"',j''''::''~f':';';''''''''.::rjJ't.~~ I
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warned against attempts to use these events as a call on the United Nations to concentr~te it~ effo~s
pretext for imper~alist milita~ist }ntervention in the in support .of the. p~oples o~ the regIOn m their
affairs of the regIOn and to Justify the presence of struggle agamst this mterventIon.
imperialist fleets and bases. We look forward impa- 400. There can bt" no just peace unless it is based on
tiently to the time when the area will be a zone of the principles and purposes of the Charter of the
peace and security as a result of the conjunction of United Nations and on international norms and
mternational efforts and the efforts of all peace- practices.
loving f«?rces to bring. about favourable con~itions f~r 401. In Western Sahara, the Saharan people are
th~ attamm~nt ~f this end. The first reqUlr~ment m struggling to achieve self-determination, freedom and
thl~ ~onn~ctlOn IS the departure of the foreign fleets sovereignty. We feel that there must be direct
c~llsmg m. Red Sea waters under the pretext of negotiations between the Frente POLISARI02 and
mmeswet~pmg. Morocco, based on resolutions of the OAU and the
393. Our area is still replete with problems. There is United Nations.
the war betw~en .Iraq and Iran~ yv~ich is ~nte.ring. its 402. The only w~y to settle the problem of Cyprus
fourth year with l!lcre~sed ~ostIhtIes.and .IS wld~mng is for all foreign troops to be withdrawn from that
m scope. The situatIon IS becommg mcreasmgly country and fOT its independence, sovereignty, terri-
grave and daJ?gerous. It behoves us all, therefore, to torial integrity and non-ali~ned status to be ensured.
~ake all p~sslble efforts .at all levels to put an end to Separatist plans to divide the island must be rejected,
It! to stop It from spreadmg, and to resort ~o pea~e~ul and the dialogue between the Greek and Turkish
~Ialogue ~o as no~ to l~ave any room for Impenah3t Cypriot communities must be pursued.
mterventIons, WhiCh wI!1 not s~rve the mterests of!he 403. We cannot but express again our support for
peol?l~s of the area m theIr quest for secunty, the proposals put forward by the Democratic Peo-
stabilIty an.d pro.gr~ss. . . pIe's Republic of Korea, within the framework of the
394. The Impenahsts and colomahsts endeavour to efforts to obtain the peaceful reunification of Korea.
destabilize ~ndependent nat}onal regimes and to 404. We support also the proposals presented by
obs~ruct their. development m o,rder ~~o perp.etuate Afghanistan and the co.untries of Indo-~hina for
thel.r selfish. mterests, whether m A"la, Afnca or dialogue and understandmg among the natIons con-
Latm Amenca. cerned in order to establish peace and stability in the
395. Southern Afric~ is still lang~Jis~ing under. the region~.
yok~ of ~he most ternble. form of flCISt oCcup~tlOn, 405. There is still a negative escalating spiral in the
persec"!tlOn .and. opp~esslOn, and .of apartheid! ~nd international economic crisis, and its effects seriously
the racist mmonty, ~Ith the co!l~slon of !mpenahsts prejudice the interests of developing countries, par-
and Israel, fi~hts. agams~ the mlhtan~ Afnca~ masses ticularly the least developed among them. Unfortu-
who are contmumg their struggle With herOism and nately, the efforts by the developing countries to
steadfastness. contain the crisis and minimize the damage it causes
396. Western attempts to circumvent the resolu- have met with obstacles set up by the Western
tions of the United Nations and the international industrialized countries. There is still insistence on
community in order to collaborate with the racist dealing with the problem in ways that are insufficient
regime and end its isolation, including inviting its and inappropriate, given the extent of the crisis with
Prime Minister for official visits, will lead to in- its numerous intemr..tional commercial, monetary
creased stiffening of South Africa's attitude towards and financial aspects.
the peoples of the country. 406. In this respect, we wish to reaffirm that
397. We reaffirm our full support for the struggle of economic recovery in the industrialized countries
those peoples and their national liberation move- will not alleviate some aspects of the crisis unless it is
ments, in particular SWAPO. We call for the imme- accompanied by practical steps to eliminate protec-
diate implementation of Security Council resolution tionist barriers, reduce interest rates and solve the
435 (1978), concerning the effective independence of problems facing the developing countries, which see
Namibia, so that this militant people may achieve their debts mounting up unceasingly, forcing them to
freedom and national independence. cut their development programmes to the very bone.
398. In Latin America, and in particular Central 407. A comprehensive solution to the deteriorating
America, the present United States Administration ;.nternational economic crisis lies in the reconstruc-
has made it crystal clear that it will not let the tion of international economic relations and in
peoples there freely choose their own way to exercise rekindling global negotiations with a view to estab-
their rights to development and to liberation from lishing a new international economic order. We
dependence and exploitation. It continues to resort to cannot, however, conceal the frustration felt by the
all kinds of pressures, international terrorism and developing countries as a result of the failure to
covert and overt intervention, military and non- achieve concrete results-a failure caused by the lack
military, against peoples and States. This is what of response by the industrialized countries to the
happened in Grenada and Nicaragua, and it is also proposals recently put forward by the developing
shown by the escalation of the blockade of Cuba and countries. Furthermore, the meetings to review and
the persistence of its presence in Guanhinamo and evaluate the International Development Strategy for
Puerto Rir.:o. It does not cease its conspiracies and the Third United Nations Development Decade have
manoeuvres nor its attempts to put an end to the not so far achieved satisfactory results.
national liberation movements in El Salvador, Chile 408. Democratic Yemen, as one of the least devel-
and Guatemala. oped countries, is particularly affected by the conse-
399. We support the efforts of the Contadora quences of the international economic crisis. As a
Group to establish peace and st~bility in Central result ~f that crisis, ~ur cou~try, which has .meagre
America free of the influence and Interference of the financial resources, IS suffermg from the flse and
United States in the internal affairs of the region, and fluctuations of prices of imported manufactured
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The meeting rose at 8 p.m.
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goods. Moreover, the real value of official develop- States, he requested that the Assembly consider
ment assistance has shrunk. Also, the organizations urgently, under agenda item 31, "Policies of apar-
of the United Nations system concerned with opera- theid of the Government of South Africa", the
tional development activities and the internationa! situation in South Africa.
financial institutions that aid the developing coun- 414. A draft resolution [A/39/L.2] on thi~ subject
tries have had to curtail their projects because of was distributed this morning, and it is the wish of the
their smaller budgets. All these factors have com- Group of African States that it be considered by the
bined to restrict the aspirations of our countries to Assembly at the plenary meeting to be held tomorrow
implement development projects designed to build a afternoon. May I take it that the Assembly agrees to
society whose citizens can enjoy prosperity and act on that basis?
stability. It was so decided.
409. Since it attained independence, my country
has maintained a policy of peace based Oil coexis
tence and good-neighbourliness and on respect for
sovereignty and independence, and it has made
consistent efforts to ensure the unity of the Yemeni
people by peaceful and democratic means. On that
basis, friendly relations have been established with
the countries neighbouring Democratic Yemen.
410. The efforts to achieve unity have resulted in
the elaboration of joint drafts by the two parts of
Yemen and the establishment of fraternal relations
and continuing co-ordination between them.
411. In his report on the work of the Organization
[A/39/1] , the Secretary-General states:

"Unfortunately the history of post-war interna
tional relations has so far shown that the common
interest in peace and security has tended to assert
itself only when things hdve reached a dangerously
critical stage. . .. We are still very far from
general acceptance of the principles of the Charter
as rules to be lived by at all times by all Govern
ments in their international relations."

The Secretary-General also draws attention to the
fact that the inability of the international community
to solve many political and economic problems has
resulted in a tendency to avoid recourse to the
United Nations and, instead, to have recourse to
other measures such as force, unilateral steps and
confrontational military pacts that have reduced the
prestige of the Organization.
412. At a time when the fortieth anniversary of the
establishment of the United Nations is approaching,
we hope that this situation described by the Secre
tary-General will not persist and that the combined
efforts of the international community will serve to
strengthen the Organization and its effectiveness, in
order to assist oppressed peoples and to implement
the purposes and principles of the Charter so that
freedom, justice, well-being, and international peace
and security can be achieved.

413. The PRESIDENT: At this morning's meeting I
drew the attention of members of the General
Assembly to the letter I received from the representa
tive of Botswana dated 26 September 1984, in which,
in his capacity as Chairman of the Group of African
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